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X101 lltUl cce I[Lll<at
of course I remember you!

T
e protagonist in the 1999 Pulitzer Prize play Wit is an English literature professor, a specialist in John Donne's Holy Sonnets. Dying of ovarian cancer, she has agreed to undergo a therapy
administered by a bright young resident from the hospital's research institute. This youngster confides proudly that he is her former student; he had taken her Donne course to improve his resume
for med school. He assures the attending nurse that he had found the course was really hard, and
had struggled to get an A-. The patient, left to herself at their exit, confides to the audience that she
now wishes she had given him an A. (Laughter-more rueful in some members of the audience than
in others, no doubt.)
Teachers are occasionally conscious that we may have to live under the ministrations of
those who are now our students. Throughout the recently-concluded presidential campaign, I was
repeatedly caught off-guard by sudden visions of the candidate from Texas as one of those snarky
C + guys in the back row, always without the book, always certain that his charm, his mouth, or his
connections would pull him through. And now that he's won the election, I live under his executive ministrations. So often the guys in the back row seem to have been right; they didn't have to
learn to write well, because they'd hire somebody to do it for them. Poetry at best improved their
resumes. Funny, at the time it never struck me that these strategies would work all the way up to
the Presidency.
Fortunately for teachers, there are always more rows of students than the back one. Their
stories and their writing make for very satisfying reading these days. When I collected for this issue
of The Cresset pieces by those, I confess, I tend to think of as "young folks," I became conscious of
the extraordinary difference between the romance of teaching and the actual thing itself. In the
romance of teaching, the tottering old white-haired teacher is visited by the attentive former student, both lost in a haze of memory about the golden days of their past. The teacher is wise, the
student is grateful and affectionate, their history is what matters. In rr.y encounters with former
students, the truth is like this: they are wise, I am grateful, and our future is what matters.
In this issue, some contributors are in truth my former students, but that is not reason to
include them. Most of them (with the significant exceptions of Richard Lee and Richard Mouw)
represent the generations I have taught. And what wonderful riches of insight and wisdom and
thought and knowledge and humor they bring to our encounters! "If civilization was a shipwreck,
the desert was as far from drowning as one could get." You'll find that sentence on page 13 of this
issue, as Del Doughty describes the desert fathers (and mothers) in their attempt to confront illusions or simulacrae and get at reality. The immediate congruence that struck me in re-reading his
sentence this morning was its appearance in the same issue with Jennifer Voigt's splendid review of
the current box office biggie, "Cast Away." It's a synchronicity of the sort that happens often in
putting together a publication as random and serendipitous as The Cresset, but the surprise and
pleasure are no less when it happens.
Nate Holdren, whose photos are on the covers, says that explaining photographs in words is
a challenge, "as there are some things that I don't know how to explain verbally that are present
in a visual medium." You said a mouthful, kiddo. What makes the image carry so much that we
cannot describe? Too many signs, perhaps, too many things that could mean many things but

might also only mean red, or shiny, or dark. Or is that an "only"? Tom Willadsen loves a parade,
even when it has palm branches, though parades are best with a beginning, middle and end. And
more bands. How charmingly oblique, and yet how meaningfully direct a commentary on the
mixed messages of Palm Sunday. Tal Howard, ever seriously critical of the enthusiasms of my generation, teaches me about them in an unlikely location, the banks of the Neva, accompanied by
suitably generous helpings of vodka and brown bread. And I thought, till Maria began, that I was
the principal Middlemarch interpreter in my circles, only to find that she does it better than I, that
she even succeeds in getting my friends to read the book I've praised in echoing solitude for thirty
years! What a relief to give up to another's eager hands the baton of the George Eliot Classic! The
things they can do better than I, the things they understand and put in front of me, clearer and
better-nahuals, "The Matrix," signification, Vergangheitsbewiiltigung, Paul Ricouer!
When I meet people who might have been my students in the past, it would seem to me a
real pity if all we had in common was the semester in which we read the same books on the same
schedule. The classic scene when the former student visits the old teacher makes sense, but only if
the gratitude and affection and pride in achievement go in both directions. What I treasure from
former students is their recognition of the person they once knew who loved learning things,
loved to learn things with them, and still does. Most of the time, that's what I have known, and
celebrate here with thanks.

Peace,

GME

Winter in Ohio
Today is balmy, spring-like.
The bakery clerk told me
It's pneumonia weather.

A shopper in the hardware store
said I don't like this kind of day
in February. It's wrong.

Some people will not
allow themselves
to come alive for joy.

Linda Goodman Robiner
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Love in the Time of Simulacra

or, "is that you, baby, or just some brilliant disguise?"
Del Doughty

I

twas an evening in Apdl, cruelest of months, when the snow had melted and the buds auguced
the nearness of spring and all its violent beauty. We, i.e., about 300 students and faculty at a small
Christian liberal arts college in Indiana, had gathered to hear a certain celebrity intellectual from a
southern sister institution speak on contemporary culture. The professor's name was, mmm, for the
sake of discretion, his name was Professor Quixote, and the title of his lecture was "Communicating
Christian Worldview to a Postmodern Society." By the time he was finished, Professor Q, had done
a fairly good job of sketching a portrait of what we talk about when we talk about postmodern
society. Not perfect, but admirable, and above all, "neat." Anyone who's studied postmodernism in
any of its avatars knows what a messy, wildly complex subject it can be. If I can make myself as clear
in this paper as Quixote made himself that evening, I'll be pleased. More troublesome was the other
term in his title, "Christian worldview." Perhaps I should know what it means, but I didn't. At one
time I thought I did. Then I got myself all messed up when, earlier that year, I thought it would be
interesting to find out what other profs in the corpus of Christian colleges meant when they used
the term. It's just one of those words you hear so much but that you can't define too easily when it
comes right down to it. "Being" is a word like that. So is "here" and so is "eternity." After Q's talk,
when the crowd had thinned and he was finished selling copies of his book, I approached the podium
and asked him, "What is a Christian worldview, anyway?"
"It's the belief in God, in the Trinity," he said. "And original sin, and that Jesus is the son of
God, and ... "
"Hold it," I said. "That sounds like a creed. Does 'worldview' mean 'creed'?"
"Yeah," he said, "it's kind of like a creed, but it's different. It answers to the basic questions of
life, you know, like 'Why are we here?' and ... "
"Where are these questions coming from? " I asked.
"The Bible." He nodded his head, as though to provide some kind of visual confirmation.
"Yes, the Bible." He also scratched his nose, a gesture that I couldn't help but read as a psychopathological rendering of nerves.
I wondered what Frank Chessa, my freshman logic teacher, would have said about Q's last
move-it sounded kind of circular to me. But I let it slide.
"Let me ask this, then," I said. "Is it possible for someone to be both Christian and postmodern?"
Q thought a second, named a book or two I might read, touched his nose again, then said,
bluntly, "No. I don't think you can."
''Aha," I thought, "you tripped up."
I should explain one or two things right here. First, it's not enough for me to feel victorious
over others; I must tell people how victorious I feel. I admit it's a flaw, but one I hope that you,
reader, will indulge in me a bit longer. Second, earlier in the evening Q had been complaining that
the first principle of a postmodern epistemology was uncertainty: one can't know anything for
sure, he said, and this is bad. Third, he also said that in postmodernism there was no right or
wrong, that everything was relative. Fourth, at one point he used the phrase "rationally coherent

The turn of the
real Millennium has
not saved us from
being post-modern.
Here, Springsteen,
a Disney cruise,
"The Matrix,"
Testamints and the
Desert Fathers
come together
to illumine
our state.

system of Christian worldview." You need to know these things if you're to understand the rest of
our conversation, which follows.
So I continued playing stupid with him, pretending I was Socrates deconstructing a Sophist in
the Athenian marketplace (but coming off more like Matlock cross-examining a witness.) "Okay," I
said, "you say that uncertainty is a bad thing. But you said, too, this evening, that Christians should
stay busy planting seeds of doubt in the worldviews of non-believers, right?"
"Yes," he said.
"And doubt is a kind of uncertainty, isn't it? I mean, it's a state of not being sure of what
one knows."
"Yes," he said. "I guess so."
"When postmodernists advocate uncertainty, it's bad. But when Christians advocate it, it's
right because it will lead the non-believer to see the holes in his or her theory and move a step closer
to opening up to God, right?"
"Right."
"So doubt, or uncertainty, occupies a place in your value system that is at once good and badrelative, in other words."
"Yes, I guess so," he said, touching his nose. "But-"
"So it seems that the rationally coherent system of a Christian worldview has its aporias, its
unpassable paths, its incoherencies that it tries hard to conceal. But they're there, these incoherencies, and they have to be, right? Because faith is founded on rational incoherence. God is beyond
proof. I mean, there's evidence of His existence, but no proof, and it's because of this that we take
the 'leap of faith' and believe."
I am a big jerk to talk to someone like this just after they've given a speech on a strange college
campus, and although I hope my little essay sparks some conversation, as I'm sure Q wished for dialogue after his that night, I could do without the hostility.
My goal in this text, insofar as I'm able to articulate it, is to introduce to our community of
readers an actual postmodern thinker and one of the problems that he poses for us as members of a
Western democratic, capitalistic, largely Christian nation. And then, though I risk coming off as presumptuous (but what the heck, I've just confessed some kind of inferiority complex from which I'm
suffering), I'd like to offer a response to this problem. This could take me a long time, but I will try
to be brief. And in order to dispel any illusions that I offer a thoroughly worked out rationally
coherent system of answers, I will say right up front that what you get from me is an assemblage of
fragments, a bricolage, a mosaic of narratives, quotations, questions, and opinions.
Shortly after appearing on the covers of Time Magazine and Newsweek in the same week back
in 1975, Bruce Springsteen became known as the Dylan of a new generation. Or, one might say, he
became the Dylan of his generation. Became known as, became-it doesn't matter. The truth is,
the publicity did nothing to Springsteen. The oily, curly hair; the unshaven jaw; the jeans and
leather jacket; the Asburian vernacular eloquence and four-hour concert set that were Bruce
Springsteen remained the same. Only the status of the sign that referred to the man changed,
acquired a new value.
The relationship between signifier, signified, and referent-between name and namedbetween word and the reality it points to-is complex, and nowhere more so than in the area of
identity, where language is said variously to reflect, mediate, and create the self. Many years after
his reputation as the new Dylan had come and gone, passed onto someone else, Springsteen sang
about this in his hit song from the late 8Os, "Brilliant Disguise":

1.

I saw you last night out on the edge of town
I wanna read your mind and know just what I've got
In this new thing I've found
So tell me what I see when I look in your eyes
Is that you, baby, or just some brilliant disguise?
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Confronted with the possibility of his mate's infidelity, the singer wonders if he really knows herif he knows the real her or only the "her" (the image) that she wants him to know. And if there are
two beloveds, a faithful and an unfaithful, which is real and which is role-playing? Difficult to say.
In the last verse, the speaker, awakened to these questions, becomes aware of the roles that he plays
in response to his lover's:
Now you play the loving woman; I'll play the faithful man
But just don't look too close into the palm of my hand
So when you look at me, you better look hard and look twice
Is that me, baby, or just a brilliant disguise?

Look hard and look twice, he counsels her. Can we ever truly know an other? Can others ever
truly know us? Can we ever truly know ourselves? Is love possible in such a world? Finally, can we
rely on Bruce Springsteen to answer any of these questions for us, even given his status as the Dylan
of his generation?
u. Back in 1968, the French theorist Jean Baudrillard advanced an eyebrow-raising thesis in The
System of Objects: Reality, he proclaimed, no longer exists. Such a claim of course set commonsensical types howling with laughter, and the philosophically-minded at once began groaning and muttering something about Samuel Johnson's reply to Bishop Berkeley. But those who stayed with Baudrillard and his occasional indulgences into hyperbole were rewarded over the next few years with
first exposure to a challenging idea that the rest of us are just now beginning to acknowledge
whether we know Baudrillard's work or not. And the idea is this: it's not that reality doesn't exist,
but that it has been eclipsed by hyperreality. Formerly, says Baudrillard, we believed that signs
reflected reality, that signs emanated from it and thus guaranteed its existence. Signs were the surface we peeled away to get at the "hidden meanings" at the "heart" of things. Now we believe that
signs actually fabricate reality; there is no reality "beneath" them because signs are all we can knowindeed, signs are the way we know, the medium of all knowledge.
Baudrillard illustrated his theory of the hyperreal with several examples, the most famous of
which is a short story by Argentine author Jorge Luis Borges in which some cartographers, wishing
to render their portion of the world more accurately, create a life-size map of the Empire. An absurd
idea. The map, which is so accurate and realistic that it is placed on top of the territory it depicts,
literally not only renders its geological features obscure, but it ironically replaces it. It suffocates the
reality it's meant to help others navigate.
Although Baudrillard's thought has evolved over the years, one trajectory of it might be
mapped as follows. We live in a world of objects. These things exist, they are what they are, and we
have ordered them in hierarchies of value according to their usefulness. But not just use, value.
Every commodity exists, too, within a system of representation and has what Baudrillard, borrowing from Marx, refers to as an exchange value. Seldom are these two registers of value congruent with each other. A watch is a watch is a watch, all watches keep the time, but a Rolex signifies something different from a Timex. A genuine Rolex signifies something different than a faux
Rolex. Likewise with a college education. A law degree is a law degree if you pass the bar exam, but
a law degree from Yale means something more than a law degree from State U.
Thus does everything become an image of itself, what Baudrillard would call a simulacrum, a
material image of some thing, person, or deity: a sign, in other words, but a particular kind of sign
that unhinges traditional ideas about reality. Signs that simulate reality do so by creating an illusion
of reality that is both unreal (false) and real. "To dissimulate," writes Baudrillard in Simulacra and
Simulation, "is to pretend not to have what one has. To simulate is to feign to have what one doesn't
have ... But simulating is not pretending." Quoting Maximilien Paul Emile Littre, author of the
great French dictionary in the nineteenth century, he adds: "Whoever fakes an illness can simply
stay in bed and make everyone believe he is ill. Whoever simulates an illness produces in himself
some of the symptoms."

Simulacra come in three varieties, or orders, for Baudrillard. In a purely symbolic system of
signification, the signifier, i.e., the material image of the sign, is a transparent window onto the signified, the object or concept that it represents. This is in some sense (but not in all senses) a perfect
world, a utopia, if you will, where meanings are fixed and stable, held firmly in place by the police,
should it come to that, or other civil authorities. A good example of this kind of ideal signification
would be the traffic sign-the "STOP" sign, for instance. The acceptable range of interpretations is
limited to pretty much one, and any divergence from the privileged meaning will result in trouble.
While it is clear that we live in such a world some of the time, and often enjoy the benefits of
life among signs of this kind, there are other sorts of signs in circulation as well, and they are not so
transparent or easy to read. Some signs are used to lie, to paraphrase in one shake of a phrase both
Umberto Eco and Donald Barthelme; these are first-order simulacra, counterfeits that mask and
pervert the reality they claim to represent. Clip-on ties, wigs, blank leatherbound volumes of "the
classics," silk floral arrangements, ceramic logs in a gas fireplace, cross-dressing, the field of interior
design in general-all of these signs create fictions for their users. But this, Baudrillard is quick to
tell us, is not always a bad thing, especially when first-order simulacra are used to "loosen" or open
up the rigid hierarchies of social classification. Allow me, if you will, to quote at length a passage
from Symbolic Exchange and Death:
The counterfeit is born with the Renaissance, with the destructuration of the feudal order by the
bourgeois order and the emergence of overt competition at the level of signs of distinction. There is
no fashion in a caste society, nor in a society based on rank, since assignation is absolute and there is
no class mobility. Signs are protected by a prohibition which ensures their total clarity and confers
an unequivocal status on each. Counterfeit is not possible in the ceremonial, unless in the form of
black magic and sacrilege, which is precisely what makes the mixing of signs punishable as a serious
offense against the very order of things. If we take to dreaming once more-particularly today--of a
world where signs are certain, of a strong 'symbolic order,' let's be under no illusions. For this order
has existed, and it was a brutal hierarchy, since the sign's transparency is indissociably also its cruelty. In feudal or archaic caste societies, in cruel societies, signs are limited in number and their circulation is restricted. Each retains its full value as a prohibition, and each carries with it a reciprocal
obligation between castes, clans, or persons, so signs are not arbitrary. The arbitrariness of the sign
begins when, instead of bonding two persons in an inescapable reciprocity, the signifier starts to
refer to a disenchanted universe of the signified, the common denominator of the real world,
towards which no one any longer has the least obligation.

If Renaissance culture exemplifies first-order simulation, the liberation of signifier from signified, then it is the nineteenth century and the Industrial Revolution-the very soil of Saussurean linguistics-that exemplifies the second. The revolution gave us the assembly line and the ideal of
mass production and with all of that the system of objects. Second-order simulacra acquire meaning
only in relation to each other, to other commodities in the system. Thus, the status symbol: the
BMW, which means something different than a Ford; bottled spring water with a sport cap, which
means something different than tap water slurped from a fountain, and so on. Ralph Lauren once
said, "We take all these things we've accumulated and form ourselves. And that's what America is.
You're entitled to be whatever you want to be." Lauren knows well the seductive power of secondorder simulacra. Every object makes a statement about the one who owns it, with the result that
our identities are accordingly dependent upon the products we consume. Charles Levin, in his
introduction to Baudrillard's Critique of the Political Economy of the Sign, observes that "Consumption itself is a kind of labor, an active manipulation of signs in which the individual desperately
attempts to organize his privatized existence and endow it with meaning." In some cases, increasingly common, we perform this labor through the products we endorse. Upon stepping down from
his throne, Michael Jordan, king of all celebrity endorsers, described endorsements as a "stage you
get past." "I can get endorsements all day," said Jordan at a press conference announcing his retirement last year. "Endorsements are good for a while-they give you a personality, a lot of credibility.
And now I have that name."
Finally, add to this mix the third-order simulacrum. Here signs refer to nothing but themselves. They have no relation to any reality whatsoever. We need not think very hard about our own
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lives to find examples of hyperreality contaminating our perceptions. Films, TV shows (the list
could stop here and be worthy of our attention-just think of the town named "Springfield," home
to both the Cleavers and the Simpsons), video games, fantasy league baseball, digitalized photography, virtual reality parlors, theme parks, marketing and public relations, cloning, and the Internet
all bombard us constantly with models of reality that become for us, like it or not, the basis upon
which we judge our experience. In the most recent presidential primary season, John McCain's
biggest challenge came not from George W. Bush, but from his own simulacrum: the image of
McCain the War Hero. So impressed were Americans with McCain's story, made explicit in his
autobiography published shortly before the campaign, that it became easy for voters to believe that
he was only story-that he would be weak on the issues. McCain in effect ran against himself-and
lost. An article in Time noted that "the story is his running mate, and has been from the day he
decided to leave the Navy for politics. It has served as both weapon and shield... The question is
whether, having come so far, he is now prisoner all over again, this time of his biography. He has
traded on it for so long you wonder whether he can break away from it and make the story not
about him but about us; whether, having caught his audience, brightened the lights, earned his news
magazine cover, he can stand up and tell us where he wants to go and what he wants to do. That
way, voters might get to judge whether the events that changed his life would help him change ours.
Or whether, as a longtime observer says, the bio is all he is."
The map precedes-takes precedence over-the territory. Third-order simulacra have the
effect of contaminating our interpretations of reality. Consider, for a moment, the representation
of a riverboat cruise in a Hollywood film: the vegetation on the banks is lush; exotic wild animals
(alligators or monkeys, depending on the locale) are caught in candid poses; the soundtrack guides
us in our interpretation of the scene-comic, romantic, or suspenseful. Now consider the same
riverboat cruise at Walt Disney World. There the voyage, which takes about 15 minutes, offers an
experience that looks real and seems exciting (here, too, we see alligators rise menacingly out of
the water, we see monkeys playing in the trees making monkey noises, and so forth), but it is, of
course, unreal. Now compare these river boat experiences with the actual experience of cruising
down a river: the sun is hot; the bugs bite; there are probably no monkeys but if there are monkeys
they stink and do gross things-or nothing at all; there's no soundtrack, no fun guide, and the
sundry miseries of cruising endure, in their various forms, much longer than a few minutes. The
cruise is boring-or too inchoate to comprehend in any meaningful way. Reality, as such, fails to
measure up. Suffocated, it ceases to exist. We long to return to the movies.
If simulations of this sort might be said to contaminate our interpretation of what is real, so
what? The stakes don't seem so high-not immediately, anyhow. But it is important to remember
that it is perhaps not very far from the riverboat to the site of one of the sufficient causes of the Littleton, Colorado, tragedy: both student gunmen were said to be avid devotees of violent video
games, the scenarios of which the young men were re-enacting on their high school campus the day
of their spree.
Baudrillard has his problems, to be sure. Mark Poster neatly articulates them in his introduction to Baudrillard's Selected Writings: "He fails to define his major terms, such as the code; his
writing style is hyperbolic and declarative, often lacking sustained, systematic analysis when it is
most appropriate; he totalizes his insights, refusing to qualify or delimit his claims. He writes
about particular experiences, television images, as if nothing else in society mattered, extrapolating a bleak view of the world from that limited base. He ignores contradictory evidence such as
the many benefits afforded by the new media, for example, by providing vital information to the
populace ... and counteracting parochialism with humanizing images of foreigners."
Even so, I hardly find the substance of Baudrillard's "postmodern" thought threatening to my
faith. I like it. It explains a lot about the world we live in, providing a reasonable account of why
people buy cubic zirconium rings, skip car insurance payments in order to buy fur coats, and why
things never seem to go as well for me as they do for those people in Nike ads on Tv.

m. In Life the Movie, How Entertainment Conquered Reality, American author Neal Gabler has
taken Baudrillard's ideas on simulation and hyperreality a step further, and it is a rather scary step:
according to Gabler, we (Americans in general) have all seen so many films, watched so many TV
shows, consumed so many images, that by now we cannot help but see ourselves as actors in our
own dramas. The line "all the world's a stage," once understood as a metaphor, now must be read
literally. In Gabler's words:
However serious their subtexts may be, news events like the O.J. Simpson trials and Lewinskygate
are vastly entertaining spectacles that are promoted, packaged, and presented very much like the
latest Hollywood blockbusters, only these stories happen to be written in the medium of life. What
has been less evident than the transformation of public events into entertainment, however, is something arguably much more important: the extent to which entertainment has gradually infested our
own personal lives, converting them into "movies," too. It is not just that audiences may find daily
life as entertaining as fictionalized stories, as The Truman Show and the director Ron Howard's
EdiV have it. It is that over the years our moviegoing and television watching has been impregnating
the American consciousness with the conventions and esthetics of entertainment, until we have
become performers ourselves, performing our own lives out of the shards of movies. One might
even think of American life, including quotidian American life, as a vast production in which virtually every object is a prop, every space a set, every person is an actor and every experience is a scene
in a continuing narrative.

Put Baudrillard and Gabler together and you've got one disturbing kettle of fish with which
to contend, and this is especially true for the Christian who, enjoined by Our Lord to love the
world as well as her neighbor, must wonder how to do so authentically if she is not even able to
know the world.
And there I was at the beginning of this paper pretending to be Matlock.
The problem doesn't go away simply by turning our backs on mainstream media, by merely
not watching Tv, films, or other fantasies produced and sold by the secular machine. Lest anyone
should misunderstand me and think that what is deemed "Christian media" will provide the answer,
I offer my visit to the Anchor Room Bookstore in Fort Wayne last fall.
tv. I went one overcast Saturday morning in October. The sky was the color of the parking lot
pavement, and the mist was so thick it felt almost granular. I went reluctantly-my guess was that
this Christian "superbookstore," which featured, in addition to mere books, a gourmet coffee shop,
pastries, greeting cards, compact discs, videos, knickknacks, Thomas Kincaide paintings, was really
nothing more than a Borders rip-off for believers who insist on opposing themselves to the world
any way they can.
No sooner had I set foot in the store than my worst suspicions were confirmed. I hated it. The
hawking! Visions of Jesus clearing out the temple came to mind. Among the items I saw for sale that
day were "Testamints," a mint, individually packaged in a wrapper inscribed with a verse of Scripture (my take on these mints is that they were literally for shoving the Word down someone's throat);
a line of greeting cards called "Ribbons & Rainbows," whose motto was "wrapped in hope and
sealed in His love," and my favorite, a glossy poster that proclaimed, in fancy gold lettering, "The
Winner's Creed," which runs as follows: "Strive for excellence in thought, word, and deed.
Acknowledge the Almighty in all that you do, and He will put you on the path to greatness." As
Dave Barry likes to say, "I am not making this up."
There was nothing there for me, though, or for the likes of me, i.e., the "Christian intellectual." Of that I was certain. Sure, there'd be a gilded boxed set of C.S. Lewis's greatest hits, ~ut
there'd be no serious theology, no Kierkegaard, no Merton, and certainly not anything contemporary, thoughtful, or controversial: no John Dominic Crossan. Certainly no John Sanders. I was
almost ashamed to be seen there.
We live, said the great poet Rainer Maria Rilke, in an interpreted world. The store seemed a
fine example of Jean Baudrillard's third-order simulacrum. Here, the hyperreal had overtaken the
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Real, the signified had become an effect of the signifier; most tragically, simulations of God effaced
any notion of God-as-mystery or God-as-other. As in the story of the Emperor and the Nightingale, what is singular and wonderful had been replaced by a copy that is tamer, iterable, and,
frankly, chintzy. This marketer's God, this self-help God of self-empowerment whose vocabulary
seems to consist mostly of words like "encourage," "honor," "support," and "motivate," this feelgood-about-yourself God that was being pandered in Christian bookstores was, ultimately,
depressing in the truest Prozacian sense of that word. Indeed, the image of God portrayed here so
concretely would almost seem to violate the commandment against idolatry. Followers of the Tao
affirm first and foremost that "Tao called Tao is not Tao"; recalling the paradox of that statement,
I was ready to go write it on the greeting card display and hope shoppers would catch the implied
analogy. I didn't.
v.

And now a poem, by Richard Wilbur:
Matthew VIII, 28 ff
Rabbi, we Gadarenes
Are not ascetics; we are fond of wealth and possessions.
Love, as you call it, we obviate by means
Of the planned release of aggressions.
We have deep faith in prosperity,
Soon, it is hoped, we will reach our full potential.
In the light of our gross product, the practice of charity
Is palpably inessential.
It is true that we go insane;
That for no good reason we are possessed by devils;
That we suffer, despite the amenities which obtain
At all but the lowest levels.

We shall not, however, resign
Our trust in the high-heaped table and the full trough.
If you cannot cure us without destroying our swine,
We had rather you shoved off.

Baudrillard, again, from Simulacra and Simulation: "Simulation is no longer that of a territory,
a referential being, or a substance. It is the generation by models of a real without origin or reality:
a hyperreal. The territory no longer precedes the map, nor does it survive it. It is nevertheless the
ma,p that precedes the territory-precession of simulacra-that engenders the territory, and if one
must return to the fable, today it is the territory whose shreds slowly rot across the extent of the
map. It is the real, and not the map, whose vestiges persist here and there in the desert that are no
longer those of the Empire, but ours. The desert of the real itself."
I say that the fact of hyperreality and the simulacrum is scary, and I say so not because I think
it's a lie that threatens to overcome the truth, but because the simulacrum is, for us, the truth. It is a
lie that becomes the truth because we are unable to know the truth without the mediation of symbolic systems; we are unable, ultimately, to get outside of language; we tell ourselves that the simulacrum must be true. The recent court-sanctioned simulation of the Waco incident bears a kind of
testimony to our sad inability to know the answers to the most basic of questions-what happened?
There is no recent film that engages these issues more dramatically than The Matrix, the tale of a
computer hacker named Neo who discovers one day that "reality," the everyday world in which he
has his being, is an elaborate illusion, fabricated by an artificial intelligence that has discovered a
way to harvest human beings as a source of energy for its own operations. The humans don't know
they're being used, of course-they would resist if they knew-and the reason they don't know is
because they are "fed" vivid fantasies via jacks and cables located on their spinal columns and on the
backs of their heads. These fantasies are their lives. When Neo is contacted by Morpheus, the leader
v1.

of the underground human resistance, he "wakes" to the Real, and he finds it drab, gray-he finds a
depleted earth, in other words, an all-but uninhabitable desert. Still, he and his fellow hackers into
the matrix generally prefer it over the lie that is fed to them when they are attached to the network.
When the film ends, Neo knows that what's considered reality by most people is in fact only a complex, multi-layered fabrication that enslaves them, that saps their power for its own reproduction,
while what is really real would be unfathomable to them. The messiah for a digital world, Neo is
left to figure out how to communicate the truth to people who can only conceive of lies. (A relevant
side note: Early in the film, when Neo is in his apartment, we see him pick up a "fake" book in
which he hides computer disks: this book is Baudrillard's Simulacra and Simulation.)
One of the corollaries to the idea that the simulacrum is true is the idea that, in terms of our
identity, we have no identity in the sense of some real self that lies deep beneath layers of exteriority.
The self that we consider our real self is only a fiction, a role among roles that is for one reason or
another privileged above the others. In other words, it's not that we adopt roles from time to time
to protect our real self, it's that, like Jay Gatsby, we choose one of our sometimes selves to be a real
one. Others play along and reinforce the identities we cobble together for ourselves. "To put it in
movie terms," says Gabler, outlining philosopher Kenneth Gergen's theory of identity, "in the same
way that a movie character has no tangibility outside the movie and exists only as a function of his
relationships to other characters in the film, so people's identities in the life movie were only a function of their relationships to other people in the life movie. Without relationships there was no
person, or at least no self, which meant that, for Gergen, the life movie was actually the source of
identity and not just a showcase for it." A scandal to the liberal humanist? Definitely. A threat to the
Cartesian Christian? Perhaps. Who could sustain themselves with the idea that they are merely
ciphers? But to ask such a question is to beg the question to begin with; no one can sustain him- or
herself for long under the yoke of such an idea. And that, at least for one group of Christians, is precisely the idea: to get rid of the self, to get rid of the images and signs that constitute the self. Once
this impossible task is accomplished, one's chances of knowing the world, of loving one's neighbor,
or of experiencing God improve considerably.
vii. Life has an ironic sense of humor, and it soon got me laughing in spite of myself in that bookstore. My friend, sensing my surliness and frustrated with it, found a book that I had to have: Henri
Nouwen's Way of the Heart, a book about the Desert Fathers. Thus opened to me a door to a tradition I'd known about but not really known and which offered to me there and then a possible solution to the sense of despair I'd experienced in the bookstore. I quickly discovered a great affinity to
the disciplines of solitude, silence, and hesychastic prayer. These are the three great disciplines of
the desert. But I am rushing ahead of myself.
Who are these Fathers-and Mothers-of the Desert? Beginning with Anthony in the third
century and continuing several centuries afterward, men and women turned their backs on civilization in an attempt to break the spell of their interpreted worlds and discover the inexpressible
Real. Anthony heard a call. He took an Abrahamic step of faith, walked out of the known world
without a map, abandoned himself to the most uncertain circumstances-somehow, the word got
around-and was followed by others. Thomas Merton, a translator of the Sayings, a collection of
parables and aphorisms from this tradition, says that for these hermits, "society was regarded by
them as a shipwreck from which each single individual man had to swim for his life .... These were
men who believed that to let oneself drift along, passively accepting the tenets of what they knew as
society, was purely and simply a disaster. The fact that the Empire was now Christian and that the
'world' was coming to know the Cross as a sign of temporal power only strengthened them in their
resolve." If civilization was a shipwreck, the desert was as far from drowning as one could get. In
their cultivation of solitude, according to Nouwen, the Fathers forced themselves away from their
compulsions and were able to confront and to peel away the false selves that had encrusted their
souls like barnacles. It is important to note that for the Fathers, solitude is not a refuge, not an
escape from the world or a place to "recharge one's batteries" but a place where one confronts
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one's illusions about one's self and one's nothingness, where one does the work of mourning, where
one discovers in waiting the messianicity of experience, and where, in quiet and isolation, one
comes to understand the importance of the other. (Or maybe at table-the Fathers were famous for
their hospitality!) Above all, solitude allowed the seeker to lose him or herself-literally lose the
self, all of the false selves-in Christ, who was, they believed, their true identity.
The Fathers tended not to talk about their experience in the wilderness. But the words they did
use to convey their experience are evocative and say much. They spoke, when they spoke at all, in
parable and story. But the most remarkable feature of their discourse is its birth from silence. This is
the second of their great disciplines.
The psalmist says "I will keep a muzzle on my mouth ... .I will watch how I behave and not let
my tongue lead me into sin" (39: 1). Proverbs 10: 19 warns: ''A flood of words is never without its
faults." And James, of course, chastens us with successive definitions of the tongue as a fire and as a
restless evil, full of deadly poison (3 :6-8). The hermits took these texts seriously: the tongue was a
trap that revealed the impurities of the heart, words were untrustworthy conveyers of meaning even
if the heart was pure, and wordiness was a form of vanity. "We speak about our ideas and feelings as
if everyone were interested in them, but how often do we really feel understood?" asks Nouwen.
"We speak a great deal about God and religion but how often does it bring us or others real insight?
Words often leave us with an inner sense of defeat. They can even create a sense of numbness and a
feeling of being bogged down in swampy ground." Better to keep quiet. But just not talk. One also
had to listen for the still small voice that was God speaking, the voice that uttered in all of creation,
"day unto day," the glory of the Lord. Sitting and listening can look like laziness, but sitting and listening is not laziness. It is not doing nothing, unless by "nothing" we mean a kind of kenosis, an
emptying of self, which requires great discipline. To practice silence, to rid the mind of its babbling
commentary, is probably, in fact, impossible. But it's worth trying anyway. On the road to Emmaus,
two disciples walk with the Resurrected One Himself, but they are unable to recognize Him because,
at least in part, of their incessant chatter.
Love requires solitude, silence deepens solitude, and prayer fulfills silence by allowing us to
commune with God. Silence is Baudrillard's answer to hyperreality, too, but it is for him a "fatal
strategy," a literal dead end that kills everyone involved. Powerful as they are, solitude and silence
amount only to a method of subversion. And so finally there is hesychia prayer, or "prayer of the
heart." An impulsive, responsive, wordless prayer, a true groaning in the Spirit. Theophan the
Recluse, a nineteenth-century Russian mystic who followed the path of the Fathers, said that "to
pray is to descend with the mind into the heart and there to stand before the face of the Lord, everpresent and all-seeing, within you." The heart must be understood here not as a place where truth
resides but as a place where unknowable mystery resides. Another tale from Russia, "The Way of
the Pilgrim," exemplifies the method of this prayer. In this story a young seeker desires to know
what it means to pray without ceasing. He travels all over Russia, from one church to another, from
one monastery to another, but never gets a satisfactory answer. Then one day he meets an old holy
man who teaches him the "Jesus Prayer": "Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me, a
sinner." The young seeker goes on his way and repeats this prayer continuously, literally thousands
of times a day. Years later, still wandering and still saying the prayer, he finds that the words pour
from his lips almost involuntarily. And then one day he realizes that the prayer has become one with
the rhythm of his heart, and it is on that day that he learns to listen for God speaking in a language
that is not Russian at all. What is significant about this form of prayer is its discarding of language.
The poet Francine Porad has a great haiku on the power of the unrepresentable.
Twilight deepensThe wordless things
I know.

There are some things that cannot be quantified, digitalized, encoded, or uttered, things that
escape all attempts at representation. God certainly is one of those entities. Moses Cordovero, a six-
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teenth-century Kabbalist living in Spain, wrote the following, with which I would like to close this
essay. ''An impoverished person thinks that God is an old man with white hair, sitting on a wondrous throne of fire that glitters with countless sparks... .Imagining this and similar fantasies, the
fool corporealizes God. He falls into one of the traps that destroy faith. His awe .of God is limited
by his imagination."
"But," Cordovero continues, "if you are enlightened, you know God's oneness; you know that
the divine is devoid of bodily categories-these can never be applied to God. Then you wonder,
astonished: Who am I? I am a mustard seed in the middle of the sphere of the moon, which is itself
a seed in the next sphere. So it is with that sphere and all it contains in relation to the next sphere.
So it is with all the spheres-one inside the other-and all of these are a mustard seed within the
further expanses."
"Your awe is invigorated. The love in your soul expands."
A lovely parable, but one that escapes one image (God as old man) only by fleeing into another
(the mustard seed). We might as well study particle physics. Perhaps there is no getting outside the
text for us after all, as Jack Derrida likes to say. Be that as it may, we must try, for otherwise we
would suffocate beneath the images of our selfhood, dying long before our bodies died. In his essay
on the desert, Merton notes that "isolation in the self, inability to go out of oneself to others, would
mean incapacity for any form of self-transcendence. To be thus prisoner of one's own selfhood is, in
fact, to be in hell." The way of love, on the contrary, requires a kind of madness, an abandonment
of those signs and images that tell us who we are. "Love," continues Merton, "means an interior
and spiritual identification with one's brother, so that he is not regarded as an 'object' to 'which'
one 'does good.' The fact is that good done to another as to an object is of little or no known spiritual value. Love takes one's neighbor as one's other self and loves him with all the immense humility
and discretion and reserve and reverence without which no one can presume to enter into the sanctuary of another's subjectivity." And there is the answer to our question: how does one love one's
neighbor in the time of simulacra? One comes to understand that one's neighbor is one's self.
And so my benediction: Love in the time of simulacra? Let us go forth and cultivate solitude.
Let us make a space for faith in our lives so that we can hear it speak. Let us let the Spirit groan for
us beyond our words. Let our awe be invigorated, let our souls expand.
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Vocation as Storytelling:
reflections on teaching and living
Maria LaMonaca

L"

Y'"'' "'" first-ym Lilly Follow, I h,d on oxp"ionco thot w"' the ped•gogic•l equivolent of a hot fudge sundae: I got to teach an intensive, seven-week seminar on George Eliot's Middlemarch to eleven students in Valparaiso University's freshman honors program. I was, of course, a
bit apprehensive starting out. Eliot's massive novel not only demands a substantial time commitment, but it also challenges readers to immerse themselves in an era and culture radically foreign to
their own. I remained convinced, however, that the novel had much to offer college freshmen.
Specifically, I expected to sit back and watch my students-eleven women just beginning to think
about their majors and the "real world" beyond college-enthusiastically grapple with Eliot's exploration of the promises and problems inherent in the idea of vocation.
There was, assuredly, no dearth of enthusiasm in the seminar. Yet (as is perhaps always the case in
teaching) it was not quite as I had expected. My students were fascinated, above all other things, by the
various love affairs, courtships, and marriages in the novel. For some of the students, Middlemarch
became a Victorian equivalent of "General Hospital"-a series of melodramatic relationships so
engaging that they seemed real. This was certainly the case with Dorothea and Casaubon. My students
loathed Casaubon, the selfish, cold-blooded bookworm, and pitied his loving, self-sacrificing wife
Dorothea. The night they reached the end of Book Five, in which Casaubon meets a sudden, albeit
timely, death, there was (so I am told) much rejoicing-and cartwheels-in the dormitory hallway.
Of course, Middlemarch's love affairs are highly engaging, perhaps especially to nineteen-yearold freshmen women. This response seems rather ironic, however, as Eliot scorned overly romantic
depictions of life, and strove to represent the everyday, "real" challenges faced by ordinary men
and women. For Eliot, and for so many characters in Middlemarch, foremost among these challenges is that of discerning one's true vocation in life: work one loves for its own sake and which
benefits others. Because Middlemarch is so much a novel about vocational failure, however, the
vocational aspect of the novel was, contrary to my expectations, particularly challenging to present
to college freshmen. Most students at this stage, after all, are still struggling to discern a vocation;
few, if any, fully understand what it might mean to pursue a career based on a deep sense of vocation, only to fail in the end.
Middlemarch, as Virginia Woolf once said, is "a novel for grown-up people." While my students obviously learned a great deal from their encounter with Middlemarch, I think they will experience the novel very differently in a few years' time-and I hope at least a few of them will attempt
a second reading someday. As for this semester, it was the professor, not the students, who probably
learned the most from reflecting upon the characters' vocational crises in Middlemarch. Although
I'd read the book at least a couple times before as a graduate student, there was something very different about my experience reading it this year. I am now coming to the end of my first year out of
graduate school, and the end of my first year as a Lilly Postdoctoral Fellow. This year, as I reflected
upon issues of vocation each week in the Lilly Colloquium, I also had to stifle a growing consciousness of all the work I still need to do to fulfill my vocation, as well as a fear of all the potential obstacles in my path. Throughout this process, Middlemarch has been at times for me a comfort, and at
others, a humbling reminder of my own limitations.
In stark contrast to other Victorian novels that present love, courtship, and matrimony as the
dominant narrative of human experience, Middlemarch, as the "novel of vocation," tells multiple
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"love stories." Superimposed upon the novel's web of courtships and marriages is another set of
relationships-that is, the relationship of each character to his or her vocation, work, or calling.
Eliot draws many parallels between the two sorts of passion in Middlemarch-in both love and
work, the desired object must be sought out, wooed, and won. The end result, in both cases, is
always precarious and uncertain-the passion could last a lifetime, but perhaps more often, disillusionment sets in and love wanes or dies out altogether.
The novel's two most idealistic characters, Dorothea Brooke and Tertius Lydgate, have different romantic fates. The book's finale informs us that Dorothea enjoys a happy marriage with Will
Ladislaw, while Lydgate and his shallow, egoistic wife barely endure each other. Yet Dorothea and
Lydgate alike suffer the tragedy of unrequited callings. Lydgate's matrimonial and financial obligations doom his lofty ambitions for medical research and reform; Dorothea, on the other hand, was
simply born at the wrong time. A small provincial town in 1832 offers no outlet or medium for a
woman's ardent passion to do good on a grand scale.
Middlemarch, in the ways in which it traces the overlapping and often competing calls of marriage and vocation, concerns itself with two kinds of stories. Along with the courtship narrative so
familiar to Victorian readers, Middlemarch tells another, related story: that of the "romance" between
an individual and his or her vocation. Vocation, like the courtship plot, becomes storytelling. Not
only is Eliot attempting to chronicle in her novel the story of characters' vocations, but each character, in envisioning her calling, unwittingly places herself within some prefabricated, overarching
narrative. Shallow Rosamond, for example, imagining herself the heroine of a romance novel, selects
her husband accordingly. Lydgate, Casaubon, and Dorothea, on the other hand, all model themselves
upon the stories of great men and women long gone-scientists, scholars, and saints. Although the
narratives provide each character with a sense of meaning, purpose, and direction, inevitably, each
character arrives at the shattering realization that stories and real life are not the same thing. Unlike
the heroines in romance novels, Rosamond cannot get all men to fall at her feet; unlike the great
anatomist Vesalius, Lydgate is in debt for his dining-room furniture; and Middlemarch, as Dorothea
discovers, has no need for a Protestant St. Teresa. Such disillusionment, although painful, is vital. So
long as each character is seduced by the glamour of the story, he or she is oblivious to the real conditions and needs imposed by the surrounding world. Only by breaking away from their chosen narratives can the characters be faithful to themselves and of service to others.
As I observed the play of "vocational narratives" in Middlemarch, I was struck with the realization of how much of my own ideas of vocation and calling are bound up in stories. Through stories, as
Paul Ricoeur notes, "new possibilities of being-in-the-world are opened up within everyday reality.
Fiction and poetry intend being[...]. Everyday reality is thereby metamorphised by [... ] the imaginative variations which literature carries out on the real" (142). Throughout my childhood, parents
and teachers shaped and prodded my emerging sense of purposeful identity by holding out various
"possibilities of being-in-the-world": I could be a teacher, an architect, an engineer. It didn't take long
for me to realize that various people in my life were holding out different, and at times competing,
narratives of possibility. For my mother and father, a college education was an essential part of the
story; less so for my grandmother, who envisioned me as "a cute little housewife." Marriage was also
a crucial plot development for my mother, while the sisters at St. Joseph Elementary had a drastically
different idea: apparently good grades and a shy demeanor were signs of election for religious life.
Up until I began college, my vocational discernment consisted of picking and choosing among
those many narratives offered by family, friends, and teachers. And the one who had most profoundly
shaped my vocational narrative up to this point was (not surprisingly) the person I idealized mostmy father. Drawing upon his own successful experience, the story he held out to me closely resembled
his own. I was to get a prestigious college degree, save and invest my scholarship money, not waste
time "finding myself" after college, and ultimately, get hired by a corporation that would offer decades
of job security and a first-rate benefits package. It wasn't the most romantic story, but it was a security
blanket for me as I thought about the dark, scary uncertainties of the "real world" beyond college.
I don't think I tried to write my "own" story until my sophomore year, when I began to idolize
my professor of Victorian literature. This story wasn't entirely original-it had another person's life
(my professor's) as its template, but for the first time-as I contemplated following Professor
Morse's footsteps and going to graduate school in English-! constructed something radically at
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odds with earlier narratives. Go to graduate school for five or more years "just" to be a teacher and
earn a teacher's salary? Every time I thought about it on "the narrative level" (that is, how the story
would sound to someone else) it sounded disappointing-not like something my parents would
brag to their friends about, or a very readable blurb in the alumni newsletter. But in the summer following my sophomore year, in the many quiet hours of reflection afforded me by my boring office
job, I finally began to understand what the nuns at school had been telling me for years: vocation
was a call from God. My persistent yearning to study and teach literature, despite all my fear and
apprehension, just wouldn't go away. It was (and still is) the closest thing to a "still, small voice"
that I've ever experienced.
My faith in my "own" vocational narrative saw me through a lot of rough times. It got me
through the formidable task of writing an undergraduate honors thesis, the horrible process of
applying to graduate schools, and even (though barely) helped me face the thought of moving from
New Jersey to rural southern Indiana (the Ph.D. program in literature at IU) with equanimity. However, the power of the narrative manifested itself most strongly in my willingness to challenge the
stories that others had so lovingly mapped out for me. I, an approval-seeker from birth, could suddenly handle the fact that I might be disappointing other people. Great-aunts and uncles at family
reunions would bombard my older brother with questions about law school, only to turn to me and
say, "so what are you planning to do with your degree-teach?" "Don't go to school too long,
honey," begged my grandmother, who feared I would become less marriageable with each advanced
degree. My father took my plans quite well, considering everything, but "how many more semesters
do you have?" was the anxious refrain of our weekly phone calls for years.
Much as I have relied upon my vocational narrative to cope with the stresses and uncertainties
of graduate school, dissertation-writing, and the job search, at times it has become an unhealthy
crutch. Understanding God's will for me at the moment is not the same as being able to predict it in
the future, and the thought that I might be called to do something other than write and teach is
occasionally liberating, but more often at this stage, paralyzing. My vocational narrative could, at
some point in time, become a "dead letter"-that is, rigid, dogmatic, and not truly reflective of my
varied abilities or the contingencies of everyday life. In clinging to a vocational narrative that makes
sense of some of the gifts God has given me, it occurs to me that I might, out of fear and willful
blindness, entirely ignore or neglect other important ones.
Even now, while I remain more or less convinced that I belong in academia, I occasionally
stumble over the very size and solidity of my vocational idea. Although I seem to have gifts for teaching
and research, I am continually reminded (especially in this past year) that the practice of my vocation
might not be compatible with the stories I was fed in graduate school. Graduate school encouraged
me to think of myself as first and foremost a researcher, and a teacher second. Research-oriented jobs
with light teaching loads were held up to us as the pinnacle of prestige; moreover, in everyone's race
to finish, teaching inevitably took on the aspect of a means to a larger, more important goal.
In my year here at Valparaiso, I have noticed my locus of identity shift from researcher to
teacher. Yet as someone who craves stability and control in all aspects of her life, this shift of focus
towards teaching has been at times a frightening one. When I applied a governing narrative to control the ideas in my dissertation, it usually worked. Within reason, texts could mean what I wanted
them to mean, and all that stood between me and a satisfactory outcome were dedication and hard
work. With teaching, as I discover more each day, there are Others who must be understood and
engaged with on their own terms. When I first entered the classroom to teach, I armed myself with
a narrative, one modeled on my own experiences as a student. Oblivious to the possibility that I
hadn't exactly been the typical student in college, I succumbed early on to a romance of my own
creation: my students would be motivated, intellectually curious, "figure things out" on their own
when possible, and would rise to meet any challenge I posed to them. Now I've been fortunate to
work with a number of students fitting this description in my several years of teaching, but the narrative was essentially useless, so long as I approached the classroom with preconceived, untested
ideas of the students in front of me. Without compromising my own standards or expectations, my
recent semesters of teaching have been a gradual process of allowing real life (or what I perceive it
to be, at least) shape and develop my pedagogy. Even so, my attempts to discern the reality of my
students, their needs, and experiences, requires a constant exercise of what Eliot describes as the

moral imagination. I have had to stop romanticizing the students as younger versions of myself, and
instead acknowledge-and hope, in all humility, to understand-their otherness.
Vocational narratives, essential as they are, can stifle or mislead us as to the nature and purpose
of our gifts. They can also make us spiritually arrogant. When we have a strong sense of vocation,
we like the idea that we're going about serving God. Yet it is good for me to reflect, now and then,
that the actual structure of meaning conferred by the notion of "vocation" is God's gift to me, and
not the other way around. For all the ways we go about assigning meaning to our daily work and
activities, this meaning is for our own benefit. Does God see the world as a varied, yet harmonious
and complementary assortment of teachers, lawyers, doctors, librarians, and construction
workers-the vocational equivalent of a Whitman's Sampler? Somehow I doubt it.
Of course, I recognize my ethical obligation to choose a career that allows me to use my gifts
and serve others. Yet there is something about this vocational decision-making that eludes logic, and
in the end, must leave room for a considerable amount of simple faith. There are some days in
which I can't make sense of my vocation as a teacher and scholar. If I'd had any say in the matter, I
would've been a doctor or scientist-now that's a way to serve the world, heal others and find a
cure for cancer! But my gifts don't lie in that direction. Fortunately, on most other days I can imagine
ways in which my work and teaching makes at least some small contribution to the world. Even that
seemingly useful exercise can go awry, however. Academics (and I include myself here), tend, I
think, to compensate for their lack of financial and social clout with overblown notions of intellectual and moral agency. Although I may be tempted to elevate my work teaching poetry above
someone else's job in accounting, this is not, in the end, an honest or charitable act. Only God can
judge the true value of a life's work.
Up until this year, I had a much more naive and static notion of vocation. If you had one, it was
a gift from God, and the earlier you figured it out, the better. Only now am I beginning to realize
that the notion of vocation can become over-idealized, even fetishized, to the detriment of myself
and others. As a final illustration of this point, I return to Middlemarch. Eliot seems convinced of
the value and necessity of vocation; Lydgate's and Dorothea's vocational failures earn the reader's
sympathy, and confer upon Middlemarch an aura of tragedy. It seems strangely ironic, however, that
the characters who end up the happiest are the ones least convinced of their vocations. Such characters as Will Ladislaw and Fred Viney stumble about through much of the novel, in search of some
concrete goal in life. Ultimately, their vocations are shaped by the contingencies of the present
moment, and their love and concern for other people. Although Will and Fred appear weak and
indecisive at times, their vocational discernment does not arise out of a desire to place themselves
within a grand narrative. Rather, their responsiveness to the needs and claims of others in finding
their vocation sharply contrasts with Lydgate's and Dorothea's quests. Lydgate and Dorothea, so
enamored with the thought of doing good and helping others, cling to abstract, unreal notions of
the Other. So driven are Dorothea and Lydgate to help faceless others in the future, too often they
misread, overlook, or even neglect the character and claims of others around them: spouses, relations, and neighbors. Lydgate never seems to realize this; he passes his life bitterly regretting the
collapse of his narrative. Dorothea, on the other hand, spurns her vocational idol. Devoting her
energy to "channels which had no great name upon the earth," living "faithfully a hidden life"
(515), Dorothea rejects the most compelling story for the most morally useful existence. In pursuing what I perceive to be my vocation as an English teacher, I have plunged into a love affair with
narratives. Fittingly, it has taken one of the great narratives of the nineteenth century to awaken me
to the precariousness between narrative and real life-at least as far as my vocation is concerned. It
is not enough for me to select and "write" my own narrative from among those held out to me
(although this is a necessary first step}; as a person of faith, ultimately, I must remember that some
Other shares in the writing my story. For Eliot, an agnostic, that Other is the ethical obligation
people have to their communities. For me, that Other is at once community and God. The limited
control I have over the often muddy process of my vocational discernment sometimes frightens me,
but I continue to hope and trust that my surrender to the Other (and my willingness to sacrifice
cherished narratives) will, in the end, be a liberating, fruitful, and joyous act of faith.
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Considered in this review:
Albert Bergesen and Andrew M. Greeley. God in the Movies. Transaction Publishers: New Brunswick NJ, 2000.
Robert K. Johnston. Reel Spirituality: Theology and Film in Dialogue. Baker Academic: Grand Rapids MI, 2000.
'We all would believe in God if we knew He existed, but would that be much fun? "

-John Ashbery

"Our Father, Who art in heaven, Hollywood be thy name . ... '' -A child's prayer

M
y fa thee took his family to the movies on Satmday night and to church on Sunday
morning. Thanks to that fatherly care I still find church entertaining and movies theologically
significant.
Our family weekends of movies and church, I now understand, closely related the two experiences while preserving each in its own rite. We joined Saturday moviegoing and Sunday worship
into a meta-ritual that enriched both experiences.
Post-1940s moviegoers may not know that moviegoing itself was once a ritual. Before the isolating and privatizing experience of TY, moviegoing was a public activity. Ninety million Americans,
about two-thirds of the population in the 40s, went to the movies each week. Our moviegoing gathered a community, supplied us with ideals, held up exemplars for our emulation, and offered a rich
variety of comforts, consolations, and encouragements.
In the 40s our family regularly passed through the Art Deco lobby of the Beachcliff theater in
Rocky River, Ohio, pausing briefly at each icon posting the "coming attractions," until we were led
to our promised seats by uniformed ushers anointed with Vitalis and arrayed in vestments with gold
braid and satin lapels. Then, gathered in the darkened nave, we eagerly and reverently attended the
silver screen in the sanctuary where our gods and goddesses invited us to transcendence.
Nearly as important as the movies themselves was their regular order of service. At the Beachcliff, the Saturday night curtain might open on a Pete Smith short subject, then a Movietone newsreel narrated authoritatively by basso Valparaiso University alumnus Lowell Thomas, then the 75minute B-picture, followed by a cartoon the children greeted gleefully. Do I remember rightly that
Donald Duck urged us kids to buy "war bond savings stamps in this theatre" to defeat ''Adolf Schickelgruber"? But, perhaps it was Bugs Bunny.
After the cartoon, the curtain closed, the house lights came up half-way, and the manager drew
winning names from the telephone book for one or two house prizes. The prizes could be pieces of
the Depression China now so much prized by collectors, or nylon stockings, fancy chocolates, perfumed soaps, and other luxuries in scarce civilian supply. If a winner were not in the theatre, a
friend could call her and urge her to come to the theater in 15 minutes to claim her prize. Most of
Rocky River lived within 15 minutes of the Beachcliff.

Readers intrigued by
the intimations
of God in film will
find the subject
addressed again
in the Trinity issue,
June, 2001.

During the countdown, a large clock on the screen ticked away the minutes while children took
their nickels to the concession stand for the sweet communion of Milk Duds and Good'n'Plenties
and the adults gossiped with their neighbors. Once the prizes were awarded (or added to the prizes
for next week), community singing began. The Beachcliff had no organ, though some of the downtown Cleveland theatres still had Mighty Wurli tzers, so we stayed in tempo by following the
"bouncing ball" across the words of the songs projected on the screen and stayed in tune with the
singers on the sound track. Dad sang more lustily in the theatre than he ever did on hymns in church,
and it was only there I fully heard his very fine singing voice which I did not inherit.
Mter the last strains of "Home on the Range" or "God Bless America" or a seasonal Christmas
carol died away, the house darkened, and the curtains reopened on the A-film, usually about 100
minutes. Such Saturday night doublefeature evenings easily ran more than three and a half hours,
and children often slept through the second, "adult" feature. Though not always. I remember
waking to see Glenn Ford slap Rita Hayworth in the face in "Gilda" (1946), my first experience of
screen violence done to a female, unless we count the earlier and far more traumatic experience of
seeing Bambi's mother die in a forest fire in "Bambi" (1942).
Looking back, I suspect the regular ritual of the movies at the Beachcliff supplied some certitude against wartime uncertainties and certainly gave expression (when the lights were up) to a
sense of community. Moviegoing then was both a particular and a universal experience, like that of
people who worship at their local shrine knowing that millions of others far and away are also
seeing what they are seeing and feeling what they feel-and will also be back again next week.
Moviegoing was solid ground under our feet and the wind beneath our wings. At the Beachcliffand Beachcliffs everywhere-we regularly celebrated a communion with something beyond ourselves. The solace of the films themselves was lagniappe.
Our family's Sunday morning ritual was more parochial, but also more normative. In church
we learned how to judge the various experiences of transcendence in the movies. To lose oneself in
a movie story, or to lose oneself by identifying with a movie hero, or even to lose oneself in the rituals of the audience gathered for a Saturday night at the movies was not the same thing as the transcendence of losing oneself for the sake of the Gospel. Happily, my father gave his family both his
Saturday night and his Sunday morning.
Saturday night was an ecumenical gathering of Christian neighbors of all kinds (not, I think,
many Jews and no Muslims). Sunday morning was more sectarian. For one thing, Dad used up his
gas rations driving us to Pilgrim Lutheran Church in Lakewood, Ohio. For another thing, we joined
folks with more German surnames than one might hear in Rocky River. We were now among true
Lutherans who only a generation earlier had been doubtful about the morality of seeing motion pictures and and still forbade dancing. What, I may have wondered, could be so morally dubious about
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers? For that matter, Dale Evans and Roy Rogers?
A small boy, of course, makes his own entertainments in church. While the sermons may sail
over his head, he can always preach to himself. Fortified with the movies of Saturday night, I began
to make short, mental movies of all the pictures in church. Around the chancel were frescoes of
Jesus (I remember "The Good Shepherd" with a prize lamb resting weightlessly in the crook of his
arm), and there were always the pictures on the service bulletin, my Sunday school leaflet, and my
Eggermeier Bible history book. Sometimes I started my mental movie with the pictures on the hand
fans placed in the pews by a funeral home catering to Lutheran corpses.
Thanks to my father, somewhere between the ages of eight and nine, I began a life-long habit
of running short movies through my mind during services at church. I could move Biblical characters, including Jesus, through a wide array of new adventures, and as I grew older I could invent
better and better snatches of dialogue. Long before "The Last Temptation of Christ" (1988), for
example, I imagined Jesus living into grandfatherly old age, so that he might identify with more of
the life and limits of mankind, and I think as a college freshman I made a mental movie in which I
conflated Jesus with Job in his argument with God. As I grew still older, I made up my mental movies
from texts as well as pictures. Today the words of a psalm verse, a hymn stanza, or a sermon frag20!21 The Cresset Lentl2001

ment will as easily start my inner projector running as will any image. It makes as much sense to me
to say grace before a movie as it does to say a prayer upon entering church, and I suspect my appreciation for what goes on in church is often more cinematic than metaphysical.
My father has long been gathered to his fathers, and the Beachcliff theater, while still standing,
is no longer a cinema. And yet, all that they gave me in my childhood remains into my old age. I am
very likely the ideal reader for God in the Movies and Reel Spirituality, though I think these books
could be of some interest to normal people too.
Albert J. Bergesen and Andrew M. Greeley's God in the Movies asserts that God is "in" the
movies wherever the movie's metaphors point to the transcendent. The authors participate in the
narrativity movement in theology which downplays doctrinal formulations and makes narratives
central to belief and reflection. To believe in the Christian God, for example, is to believe the Christian story, and to do theology is to tell other stories in response to the Christian story. The most
appropriate response to the story of "In the beginning" is to tell a story about "Once upon a time."
Films, then, are such "Once upon a time" stories. They can offer us metaphors which point to
God, and to comprehend these movie metaphors is to apprehend God. Writing in almost alternate
chapters, the authors offer valuable readings of the metaphors of the transcendent in "Always"
- (1989), "All That Jazz" (1979), "Babette's Feast" (1987), "Field of Dreams" (1989), "Pale Rider"
(1985), "Ghost" (1990), "Flatliners" (1990), "Jacob's Ladder" (1990), "City of Angels" (1998),
"Oh God!" (1977), and "2001: A Space Odyssey" (1968). Many other films receive briefer
metaphorical interpretation.
Among many other things, the reader will learn how Audrey Hepburn stands in for God in
·~ways," as do Jessica Lange in '~ll That Jazz" and Danny Aiello in "Jacob's Ladder." The reader
will learn how a healing heaven can come to a troubled earth in "Field of Dreams," how one can go
from hell to heaven in "Jacob's Ladder," and how some of the angels in heaven so envy human life
that they die for it, giving up their immortality for a taste of mortal passion in "City of Angels."
The reader can further learn that "Commandments" (1996) retells the story of Job, and that
God can act powerfully offscreen in the ringing of the bells in "Breaking the Waves" (1996) and
winsomely onscreen as the heroine's dead lover in "Truly, Madly, Deeply" (1991). The authors
claim that "the metaphors for God come in as many shapes and forms as we can imagine," and I
suppose we should take them at their word. Unfortunately, they are vague about the criteria separating those myriads of metaphors for God from the demonic and the delusional.
Bergesen and Greeley are at some pains to argue that movies help support the religious imagination, which seems to mean the imaging of supernatural agencies entering the natural realm. Or, in
some instances, it means the natural realm raised to surreality as in the magic realism of films like
"Commandments"; ''Truly, Madly, Deeply"; "Breaking the Waves"; "Like Water for Chocolate"
(1992); and the ending of "Places in the Heart" (1984).
In an illuminating discussion of realist movies compared to fantasy (mostly science fiction)
movies, Bergesen argues that a religiously significant film must establish a realist surface into which
a fantasy element can intrude. "Grace experiences," or revelations, must be unexplained intrusions
upon the natural order. This radical separation of nature and grace is, of course, only one possible
theological view. As G. K. Chesterton once observed, true religion is to wonder at the earth not the
earthquake, the sun and not the eclipse. Some of us find nature, including human nature, a grace
experience in itself and more than enough of a miracle to ponder for a lifetime.
In any event, readers may decide for themselves whether the religious imagination as these
authors understand it reliably leads to God. It does not seem to occur to them that it sometimes leads
to superstition, idolatry, and just plain silliness. Plenty of miracles (unexplained intrusions upon the
natural order) are reported in everyday life and sometimes shown in movies. A statue sheds a tear; a
child in a trance heals the sick; an image of Jesus' face appears on a burnt tortilla. Such signs and
wonders both in life and in the movies may indeed support the religious imagination. They may even
create faith. But not all faith saves. One could argue that some alleged "grace experiences" both in
life and in the movies hustle the gullible into trivial beliefs that degrade God.

Furthermore, in some instances, the kindest word I can say about the authors' understanding
of the religious imagination is that it is sometimes simple wish-fulfillment. I have space for only one
example, but it is, I think, comprehensive. The majority of the films they discuss concern the overcoming of death, if not its inevitability at least its finality. The metaphors of the transcendent in
recent films do indeed include a variety of angels and ghosts, as well as the dead raised, the dead
returning as spirits, the living entering (briefly) the realm of the dead, death as a dream, death as
an act of the imagination (the hereafter is what you make it), and the transformation of
humankind into a whole new order of existence beyond that of mere mortals. A few films-I suggest "Fearless" (1993), "Phenomenon" (1996), "The Green Mile" (1999), and "Unbreakable"
(2000) among others-offer a vision of immortal life lived in this life, as if the human characters
had become comic book superheroes.
The authors, both sociologists, show no interest in the sociology of these recent death-defying
films. Among other reasons (e.g. AIDS), the appearance of these films in the 1990s may have something to do with baby boomers discovering their mortality. Much of the film content of the last fifty
years has been aimed at the appetites and anxieties of that generation as we followed them through
their movie passages: youthful rebellions, various adventures into "sex, drugs, and rock' n'roll,"
marriages and infidelities, children and divorces, and middle-aged lives of indulgent material con- sumption and wandering spirituality. Nearing their middle-50s, this trend-setting generation
vaguely begins to sense its greatest passage and coming attraction: death.
The contemplation of death isn't easy for anybody, but I should imagine so narcissistic a generation must find the thought of dying particularly exasperating. And I shouldn't wonder that films
offering various fantasies of overcoming death might be consoling, at least for two hours. What
strikes me about many of these films is that in whatever way death is overcome, they do so by an
affirmation of the goodness and sincerity of the person dying. They not only flatter the audience,
they pander to it. In many films where Greeley and Bergesen find metaphors pointing to God, I
often find power fantasies for the anxious and fearful. But I judge not, lest I be judged.
To his credit, Greeley, a priest, wryly observes that popular culture often discovers some
Catholic notion-in this case, purgatory-just as Catholics are abandoning it. The stories of many
of the death-defying films of the 1990s do offer a time beyond death for the dead to get it right, to
purge themselves of themselves, and finally to transcend their vain and vacuous lives. There is probably nothing more American than the belief in the second chance, the new frontier, the remaking of
the self, and these movies offer this optimism a kind of credence. Indeed, they hurl this faith into
the jaws of death. Who wouldn't want the power to tidy up his life with the wisdom of his death?
The reader can decide whether these film fantasies are wishful thinking or a genuine rumor of
angels. The reader may also decide whether the doctrine of purgatory itself may be sanctified wishful
thinking. Not a few of Hollywood's recent purgatory movies may be bringing a kind of tribute to
Catholicism and its vivid doctrinal imagination.
Filmgoers will find much to reflect upon and more to dispute in God in the Movies, and their
arguments with it can only increase their pleasure in the movies it discusses. Unfortunately, Transaction Publishers has badly edited the text. (Readers may rightly suspect they are in for trouble when
the author's own name is misspelled as Greely.) There are occasional formal and factual errorsPaul, not Jesus, taught "When I was a child, I thought as a child" and "Flatliners" is not set in
Chicago's Field Museum, but (just across the park from Greeley's office) in the Museum of Science
and Industry-but most annoying are the inconsistent film references and the repetitions of the
material in one essay into another essay which should have been removed when they were gathered
as chapters in a book.
Despite its cutesy title, a more serious and systematic theological work is Reel Spirituality. In
addition to doing the work of theological film criticism, Robert K. Johnston takes on the task of
arguing his Evangelical sisters and brothers into the necessity and validity of such criticism. As he
observes, he has friends who worry about what might happen to them if they were caught at the
movies when Jesus returns.
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After charting a brief history of the relationship of the churches to Hollywood in the last century, Johnston graphs current theological responses to the movies on an axis of "avoidance--caution-dialogue-appropriation-divine encounter." Johnston stands mostly at the central "dialogue" point, though he often moves further right on the axis. Bergesen and Greeley would stand at
the points of "appropriation" in which movies "tease out of their viewers greater possibilities for
being human" and "divine encounter" in which movies have "a sacramental capacity to give the
viewer an experience of transcendence." Theologically the three authors are not far apart, although
Johnston maintains a more vigorous dialogue with film from the point of view of the Christian tradition. As far as this Lutheran can see, what an Evangelical like Johnston calls "general revelation"
and "common grace" comes close to what a Catholic like Greeley means by a sacramental universe
in which almost anything can be a metaphor for God.
Once Johnston opens his Evangelical fourfold source of theology-Scripture, tradition, reason,
and experience-to a fifth source, culture, he is ready to do some able film criticism. He offers his
readers a short course in the more common-sensical kinds of film criticism, including genre criticism, auteur criticism, thematic criticism, and cultural criticism, but no Freudian, Marxist, structuralist, or feminist criticism. His effort is not to cover every critical theory, but to construct his own
theological method of film criticism.
Carefully distinguishing between responding experientially to a film and reflecting analytically
upon a film, Johnston understands film as both a presentation (being something) and a discourse (being
about something). The presentational character of film includes the possibility of the experience of
human transcendence when a film dignifies human life at its best. But it also includes the possibility of
the experience of the holy, or the manifestation of a reality that does not belong to this world. "To put
the matter more simply," says Johnston, "movies are a window through which God speaks."
Johnston's own theological criticism tends toward thematic film criticism. To his credit, unlike
some Evangelicals, he is not intent upon "finding the moral" in every movie, and he does admit the
possibility that movies may simply give us pleasure. But, after engaging a movie "within itself" as a
presentation, his theological criticism quickly moves toward what the movie is about, as a discourse.
That discourse is then paired with "a theological partner." Presumably that partner can be Scripture, tradition, doctrine, theology, liturgy, or even the musical and plastic arts of the church. Often
a film suggests the appropriate theological partner and cries out for the dialogue. I submit, for
example, that after seeing "Magnolia" (1999) one is compelled to engage its vision from the point
of view of a theology of judgment and grace or guilt and forgiveness. Besides, what do we do with
that plague of frogs?
Johnston offers some partial examples of his film criticism as he moves through his argument.
He flashes light on "Crimes and Misdemeanors" (1989), "Schindler's List" (1993), "Shawshank
Redemption" (1994), "Fly Away Home" (1996), "Amistad" (1997), "The Apostle" (1997), "Smoke
Signals" (1998), and "Saving Private Ryan" (1998), among other films. With a few, fleeting exceptions, he does not discuss the same films as Bergesen and Greeley, and vice versa, and readers will be
reminded of the wide range of films that invite theological criticism today.
Johnston concludes his book with an essay-length study of the films of Peter Weir, with special
emphasis on "The Year of Living Dangerously" (1982), "Witness" (1985), "Dead Poet's Society"
(1989), and "The Truman Show" (1998). His "theological partner" in dialogue with Weir's corpus
is the doctrine of the Incarnation. Any religion worth its salt must teach incarnation, a place and
time where the transcendent is fully immanent. Christians, for example, make this claim for Jesus of
Nazareth; Buddhists for Gotama, the Enlightened One; and Muslims for the Koran. Johnston
probes and praises the many evocations of the spirit in Weir's films, but he concludes that "in the
end nothing more is left than a vague romantic spirituality." My own view is that the Incarnation of
Jesus Christ is too high a standard to hold up to a movie's spirituality, and movies like Weir's may
have done their work well enough when they simply insinuate that humankind does not live by
bread alone. Johnston would agree that Weir's films, while clay pots, are nevertheless worthy vessels of such "common grace" and "general revelation."
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As readers will have to decide for themselves whether Greeley and Bergesen suffer some overreaching for their metaphors of God in the movies, so they will have to decide whether they agree
with Johnston that "movies are a window through which God speaks." My own, more modest
metaphor is that movies are not a window, but a screen. Upon that screen we explore our fears, project our hopes, and tell our stories-and sometimes God chooses to use them for divine purposes.
Much of what God does with movies, as with so much else, is not under our critical control, or even
wholly within our understanding. But I share the communion of all three authors in our common
faith that movies can be a means of grace.
Perhaps that is what my father intuited long ago when he took me to the movies on Saturday
night and to church on Sunday morning.
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LENT
I hear a cold wind bark outside
and water gathers like a pent-up threat.
Almost, I can feel rain cape the bittern
in the Tinicum marsh, while I sit
fingering the letters on my keyboard,
alone and dry in the kingdom of language.
It must be brimming the Wissahickon,

laying down a sheen on the tar street.
Down the leftover debris of dead rudbeckia
water drops glide. They gather to a nipple
on the willow bud and fall to pierce
the roots of the fox-colored lawn.
They swell the lips of lilacs. At mid day
amber streetlights still glow in the fog.
There is no shadow to hide in. And now
in the culvert across the street I feel a rivulet
pursing like years of compound interest,
its sure snout fingering a course toward me.
What is any word against such water?
I am not safe, even in the home row.
I am a pore water enters and sings through.

Jeanne Murray Walker
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i love a parade
Thomas C. Willadsen
When the senior pastor and th e
organist/choir director of a church tell the new
associate pastor on the block that something is
tradition, what they mean is, "the way it's
always gonna be, kid." At my last church tradition dictated that the associate pastor preaches
on Palm Sunday and the senior pastor on
Easter. I was stuck.
Palm Sunday is a difficult Sunday to preach
for a number of reasons. First, Palm Sunday is one
of the highest attended Sundays of the year.
People who do not want to be labeled as
"Christmas and Easter Christians," but who have
not attended worship since Christmas, make an
effort to attend worship on Palm Sunday. I find it
hard to build rapport with so many unfamiliar
faces. And if there has been a Lenten theme to
worship, these people do not know what it is.
Second, everyone thinks he knows the story of
Palm Sunday because nearly everyone has taken
part in Palm Sunday processions. "I know about
this, this is the day Jesus rode a donkey and all the
people waved palm branches." Try saying anything new or challenging to a congregation full of
people who know-or worse, think they knowthe story. Third, there is a lot of material to cover
on Palm Sunday. It is the start of Holy Week and
between Palm Sunday and the next Sunday there
will be two very important Holy Days: Maundy
Thursday and Good Friday, both of which are
essential to understanding Easter. But the services
for both Maundy Thursday and Good Friday are
attended by about 80% fewer people than Palm
Sunday. Some churches have begun rolling Holy
Week all into one day and calling it Palm/Passion
Sunday. Finally, Palm Sunday is an emotionally
complex day, when hope of deliverance and feelings of revolution in the air mix with an ominous
weight of coming disappointment and betrayal.
The confusion of the day is best expressed in a
line from a hymn, "Ride On! Ride on in Majesty!
In lowly pomp ride on to die ... . "

On a day like Palm Sunday, when tradition
and expectation and emotion and familiarity
weigh so heavily, it is hard to know what to
preach. I view preaching as bridging the gap
between what the Bible said to "those people"
back then, and what it says to us today. There is
so much to explain on Palm Sunday that it is
hard to know where to start.
A few years ago I discovered a great hook
for Palm Sunday. If I may paraphrase Sam Cooke
here, I'll explain:
Don't know much about revolution,
Don't know 'bout 'motional convolution,
Don't know how to keep a palm branch straight,
Don't know how to keep these people awake ...
But I do know parades!

Having spent my cavity-prone years
marching behind a trombone in over 60 parades,
I know something about public procession, often
including a marching band, held in honor of an
event, person, etc. I have marched in parades
marking the start of the school year, football
games, homecomings, St. Patrick's Day, Santa
Claus, the 20th anniversary of a shopping
center-you get the idea. I was even in the band
that kicked off United Airlines "The Best of
Times" campaign, circa 1984. As a trombone
player I had the unique perspective of always
being in the front row, for obvious reasons.
Parades have played an important part in
my life. The hottest, coldest, thirstiest and hungriest I have ever been have been while I was
wearing a band uniform. The first thing about
me that got my wife's attention was that I have
been to the Macy's Day Parade. Mary said,
"You've been to the Macy's Thanksgiving Day
Parade!" with the breathless excitement of a sixyear old when I told her of how the Garfield balloon had swayed directly over my head that
windy Thanksgiving morn. One of my happiest
days was taking Mary to see the parade after
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moving to the East Coast. When it was all over I
completed the occasion by buying her her first
knish.
Since assigning my trombone to a closet I
have become something of a parade guru. Luckily
I now live in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, where parades
are plentiful. Each Memorial Day there is a procession from downtown to the city cemetery.
(Veterans are quick to point out it is a procession,
not a parade.) The procession includes no floats
or commercial entrants, only bands, groups from
the VFW, Amvets, color guards from military
units and lots and lots of scout troops. The Army
Reserve has a guy in a gorilla suit riding in the
truck every year. No one knows why. Every time
a flag passes, the men take off their baseball caps
and everyone puts a hand over their heart. When
I first moved here from the East Coast this seemed
quaint. Now it feels refreshing.
The Miss Wisconsin pageant holds a parade
down Main Street in Oshkosh each June. The
parade includes at least one band and several
thousand baton twirling students. Each pageant
contestant rides in a specially designed Volkswagen Beetle, lent by the Experimental Aircraft
Association. (Having 20 of these Volkswagens
makes about as much sense to me. as the Army
Reserve's gorilla.) The beauty queens wave to the
crowd and their lackeys throw candy to the kiddies. Last year my three-year old liked the treats
thrown by Miss Sauk Cities, but I pulled for Miss
Beloit, because she made a point of smiling and
waving specifically at Peter. I do not remember
who represented my state in Atlantic City.
The 4th of July Parade in Oshkosh is
America at its best and worst. This past year it
was a mind-numbing collection of people just
like you and me. (I wasn't in the parade, why
were they?) The parade took 90 minutes and
included only one marching band. A big disappointment. There were some high points
though: Gene's Organic Lawn & Landscape Service passed a flier that boasted "Total OrganicNo Chemicals-No pesticides"; the Coroner;
the city Register (not Registrar) of Deeds; Miss
Oshkosh and her candy-tossing lackey; the
Hmong Association in traditional costumes
playing exotic stringed instruments; Julie's
Touch of Silver Baton Twirlers-"The stars of
tomorrow are the well-trained students of
today"; a group of portly belly dancers; the
Omro Antique Tractors Association, jumper
cable clamps holding a cardboard sign to corrugated metal trailer wall; Extreme Offroaders;
our congressman, Tom Petri, whose name is not
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pronounced like the bacteria-growing dish; the
Honorable Mr. Petri's opponent, Dan Flaherty,
whose literature used "the family" three times
and "Wisconsin" five times in four sentences
(What exactly are "Wisconsin values"?); our
state senator, who threw us a mini frisbee with a
sticker with her picture on it; candidates for
lesser offices passing out their literature with
Packer schedules on the back; one cool stilt guy;
two bands pulled on trailers; too many Cub
Scouts.
I left the parade feeling weary, bored and
bloated. If patriotism consists of lots and lots
of bland stuff-like those Lutheran potlucks
Garrison Keillor speaks of-then I felt patriotic. Mainly it was too much people walking
and too little excitement; about ten more bands
would have balanced all those Cub Scouts and
baton twirlers.
I missed the Oshkosh Holiday Parade, but
more than made up for it with a late November
trip to my ancestral home, Peoria, Illinois. Peoria
hosts the nation's longest-running Santa parade.
This was its 113th consecutive year. On a personal note, this was also the year my mother's
grandsons are three, four, and five years old, so
they all believe in Santa and Mom really wanted
to watch the boys seeing The Man Himself.
Awards were given to the best floats, best
bands, best units- all that stuff. In my heart I
gave awards to different groups. Such as the
group from Friendship House, an inner city mission, who sang
don't need material things,
All I need is the love You bring.
This holiday, I came to say,
That Jesus is-The only way!

I also liked the Von Steuben Middle School
cheerleaders who chanted
H!O!
H!O!
Ho! Ho! Ho!
I doubt they kept it up for two hours, though.
Rosie, the Robot from the Jetsons, graced
the Heart of Illinois Downs Syndrome Association. It was truly Christmas in the New Millennium. Another float said it was 'Taking us into
the future'; a third said we should 'honor the
past and prepare for the future.' All of which
sounded like President Clinton's '92 promise to
'build a bridge to the 21st century.' I have no
idea why that seemed appealing. Whether our
President built a bridge or not, the 21st century
was going to get here in the fullness of time.

It was a warm day in downtown Peoria, so
the crowd was pretty large. I had a hard time
finding my brother's family, so I went to the start
of the parade route and blended in with Girl
Scout Troop 309, hoping to look like someone's
father. I felt right at home watching the people
look at me. And I realized that watching a parade
and marching in one is really the same thing. The
only difference is whether one is moving. It is
always exciting to be in a crowd and always fun
to see what will be next to come into view.
When we had all assembled as one big,
happy family, the Eureka, Delavan and Metamora emergency vehicles began a siren duel. It
was awful. I turned off my hearing aids; my wife
covered her ears; one of my nephews said, "I like
the sirens!" At least I think that's what he said; I
was reading his lips at the time.
Finally, the Peoria County Sheriff's Posse
came into view. My brother observed, "We've
seen the last of the bands, here come the horses."
Then it was time for the Big Man Himself. Santa
rode down the street, calling, "Ho ho ho, Merry
Christmas!" and signaling the start of the
Christmas (shopping) season in Peoria, just as he
has since 1888. My nephew Ben said that it was
not the real Santa because he was too skinny. It's
true, Santa was pretty svelte this year. Perhaps he
has started exercising more than one night a year.
It was a pretty good parade, the band to
scout ratio was about right, there were some interesting floats, kids on BMX bikes, horses and dogs.
But the best parade was still to come. East Peoria
holds an annual Festival of Lights that is truly
spectacular. There is an after-dark parade through
town the Saturday after Thanksgiving. The floats
in the parade are made of thousands and thousands of light bulbs attached to frames. The next
evening all the floats are put on display in a drivethrough park for the rest of the holiday season.
We skipped the parade itself because a cold rain
was falling and Peter had a cold. The next night
we drove through the park with my grandmother.
In the car we had four people, aged 4 to 87 and
we all had a fabulous time. As each new float came
into view it became the favorite. Oh, and we were
warm and dry in our car. Peter said, "This is my
favorite parade." I started to explain that this was
not exactly a parade, the parade that had these
floats was last night and .... Then I thought, this
is a parade. And we are in it.
As I noticed when I secretly joined Girl Scout
Troop 309, the line between being in a parade and
watching a parade is indistinct. Anyone could
have joined them as long he kept up. Still at a

parade nearly everyone stays in the role of
observer or participant without a lot of prodding.
I wonder how this differed from the original Palm Sunday procession. Did people get
swept up in the excitement of seeing the Son of
David riding a donkey, heralding a new age, and
start marching? We know that some people participated in that parade by waving palm branches
and spreading cloaks on the road. The strangest
thing about the original Palm Sunday parade, in
my opinion, is that it had two different endings.
Mark's gospel reads, "Then he entered
Jerusalem and went into the temple; and when
he had looked around at everything, as it was
already late, he went back to Bethany with the
twelve." [Mark 11:11, NRSV] Matthew tells a
different story, "Then Jesus entered the temple
and drove out all who were selling and buying
in the temple, and he overturned the tables of
the money changers and the seats of those who
sold doves. He said to them, My house shall be
called a house of prayer but you are making it a
den of robbers." [Matthew 21:12-13]
Parades are like that too. Some parades end
with pomp and splendor. The West Peoria 4th of
July parade ends each year at the steps of West
Bluff Christian church. There is a prayer and the
pledge to the flag. The band plays at least one
more Sousa march and someone gives a speech
about the need for us to remember the sacrifices
of those who have fought to keep us free and
how we should never take freedom for granted.
Some parades sort of fizzle out. The 4th of July
parade in Hopedale, IL, which is usually on the
3rd, because the bands and military units are
booked for bigger parades on the 4th, ends at
the town park. There's a guy there selling lemon
shake-ups and an inflated bouncy castle and
carousel, but nothing final, no speeches or songs,
no finish line. If Hopedale's parade were a
modern romantic relationship, one would say,
"It lacks closure."
The question I leave with my congregation
on Palm Sunday is "How does your parade
end?" Does Jesus' entry into Jerusalem inspire
you to be guided by his words and deeds and
journey with him to the Cross in the week ahead,
or is it just a case of bad timing and a worn out
bouncy castle?
It is pretty easy to blend into a parade, but
just as easy to slide back into the crowd. My
prayer is that we will follow Jesus up to the
temple, be outraged at its corruption and stay
behind him, as he leads us to the seder table,
Gethsemane and the Cross.
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When the film "Keeping the Faith" came
out this summer it was quite pleasing and slightly
shocking to see movie characters working to
ease the tension between religious practice and
daily activity. The dilemmas in "Keeping the
Faith" testify to the limits of one's profession to
make one truly content with one's life. By wondering whether one's profession-even if it is a
helping profession-can satisfy all human needs,
it asks a radical question for an American movie.
I remember thinking as I watched the film that
the presence of such a question perhaps signals a
shift in the direction of American spiritual energies. Could it be, I wondered, as Jenna Elfman
agonized over her choices of the last ten years,
that we are waking to the fact that our faith in
The New Economy gives us no comfort? "Cast
Away," the most recent film by Robert Zemeckis,
is equally concerned about the disparity between
what our souls need and what we feed them
daily. But where "Keeping the Faith" is patient
with its characters, pushing them gently toward
an agreement with fate, "Cast Away" seeks to
punish the sins of the last ten years. It despises
the things for which its protagonist labors: time,
efficiency, economy-those things that we who
look to the Nasdaq for protection monitor in
our prayer books, the Franklin Planner and the
Day Timer-and demands from him a strict and
brutal penance for worshipping his work. It asks
him to cast away the cell phone and the pager
that were his rosary and his call to prayer, and
asks him to redeem himself.
Chuck Noland (Tom Hanks) is the perfect
Corporate Employee, dedicated to his work
even to the point of leaving his family on
Christmas Eve to solve a problem in another
hemisphere. He has certainly digested everything he learned about efficiency in business
school, and he makes speeches about the value
of time to his minions. When we first see him
he's preaching to the unconverted in a Russian
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Federal Express processing plant, and it becomes
clear that he is a devotee of the order of Time
and Efficiency and that these are the source of
his power and meaning he derives from life. This
philosophy has crippled him emotionally. His
friend's wife has cancer, which may have metastasized, and Chuck says things to him like "Let's
get this thing fixed." Chuck is obviously a
resourceful guy; he's a fixer and a doer and his
patience for reflection is certainly limited.
Bodies are machines to him, and illness is a bug
in the software that he can bring in experts to
troubleshoot. Chuck is a man of great convictions in a fractured world. We want to see him
suffer.
But when Chuck's plane crashes into the
Pacific Ocean that Christmas Eve, the solid corporate rock on which he has build his faith disintegrates. Bits of his old world come back to
him on the waves, packaged neatly for overnight
delivery in Federal Express boxes, signs of a fragmented existence. Suddenly FedEx means
nothing; its language has suddenly become
babble. Chuck sorts the boxes according to
codes inscribed on their labels, but we laugh at
him while he does it. His actions are absurd, for
we know that by doing this he is praying to a god
who cannot understand him. The boxes may be
positioned to go on to their final destinations,
but there is not going to be a guy in shorts with
an electronic clipboard dropping by at four pm
to pick them up. The situation has literally
deconstructed his life. The film has given him
beliefs, then put him in a place in which they do
not apply.
This film is interested in the impermanence
of systems. We get this sense of rebuilt meanings
in the Russia scenes when we watch Chuck and
his crew sort packages in the shadow of the
Kremlin. There is a shot of him on his cell
phone, with St. Basil's in the background, and
we recognize how each era has attached its own

meaning to those onion domes. Beneath this blood, decorated with an ironic smirk. He
Federal Express commercial we see traces of the speaks to it, he carries it with him all over the
Cold War, and beneath that the Czars and island, and it serves as his silent counsel. He calls
Orthodoxy. In context with the rest of the film it "Wilson." He talks to Wilson as an intimate.
the shot becomes a palimpsest through which we He bickers with Wilson; he yells at Wilson; he
witness the Russian Empire, the communists, defies Wilson; he tosses Wilson out of the cave
and the advent of capitalism. The contents of the and then he runs around the island, screaming
packages that wash up on the shore of Chuck's hysterically trying to find him. He secures it to
island are as anachronistic as the FedEx sorting his raft when he escapes the island. There is a
systems, the czars, and Lenin. What is a man "My God, why have you forsaken me" moment,
stranded alone on an island to do with a volley- when Wilson becomes separated from the raft
ball, a party dress, someone's divorce papers, and floats too far out to be rescued. Chuck has
video tapes and ice skates? These things look like lost his faith, and in a visual homage to "Ben
museum pieces there on the sand, the last proof Hur," he lies on his raft, sobbing at the hopelessof a dead civilization. But Chuck searches for a ness of his situation. But if Wilson is a symbol of
way to make them meaningful. He disassembles Chuck's new faith, it is also a representative of
them and makes them into a fishing net, a dental the Divine, sent to accompany Chuck in his time
in Purgatory. He is no longer needed now that
instrument, and axe among other things.
This fragmentation, underscored by these Chuck has purged his sins, and he is replaced
things that hold meaning only temporarily, pro- with a messenger who can lead Chuck home.
duces profound isolation. The film is full of mes- We know from the story of Jonah that if God has
sages, packages that are sent and never received a plan for us and we disagree with him, he will
and stories that never conclude themselves. The not leave us but he will conjure a sea monster to
phone call that Chuck makes from the Kremlin deliver us to our intended place. For Chuck
reaches an answering machine, and we hear there is a whale that turns out to be his guide and
Chuck's voice explode with joy as we watch a protector.
The film's references are not only Biblical,
shot of the empty room in which his voice
echoes. These interruptions trigger unanswer- they are Romantic, as well. When Chuck
able questions: What is in the box that he gives attempts to make fire, he's not Early Human
his girlfriend before he leaves on Christmas Eve? trying to keep warm, but Prometheus, stealing
Is it an engagement ring? A watch? A tulip bulb? fire from the gods. For fifteen minutes we watch
A small Wedgwood vase? What leads her to him labor, we watch him think, we watch him
abandon her hopes for a place in academe and give up and begin to pick at the meat of a
marry a dentist? Who is expecting those divorce coconut in frustration like a writer, blocked, torpapers? What is in the box that he guards tured by the everlasting patience of the curser,
unopened throughout his four years on the who wanders off to the fridge for inspiration.
island? In a world where relationships between And when he does find inspiration in the covpeople are lasting, messages might get through. ering of the coconut, we see something in
But relationships in this film are as faulty as the Chuck's eyes that is not primal, not animal, but
communication. The Beloved isn't home. The godlike. He creates fire and he celebrates. "I
FedEx plane crashes, scattering its contents. have made fire!" he cries at Wilson, who can
Casual links in your network of relationships only stare back at him in silence, powerless to
demonstrate how absurd the course of events conjure the elements. Chuck's cry is at once trican really be. Imagine that you return from the umphant and rebellious. He is the creative force
dead after four years to find that your girlfriend on the island, not the ineffective Wilson, whom
has married the man who once gave you a root he created-a product of his anger at not being
canal. And he's not even your regular dentist, able to easily make fire.
with whom you might have developed one of
When Chuck and the whale gaze at each
those cordial, every-six-months-do-you-floss- other and the whale leaves him alone, you know
every-day relationships; you were just another Chuck will survive. Nature in "Cast Away" funcreferral.
tions at the behest of the Divine, and it is transIn defiance of such absurdity, Chuck paints formative and transcendent. We need no further
a face on the volleyball and it becomes an icon- proof of this magic than the image of Chuck's
his representation of faith. Chuck makes it in his sinewy, emaciated body after four years on the
image-his handprint inscribed in his own island. The film hides it from us at first, keeping

Chuck behind a large rock and asking him to uniquely. An image like the one in "The Misemerge slowly for the full effect. You hardly rec- sion" of Robert DiNero dragging his armor
ognize him. The years on the island have leaned behind him, exorcising his sins so he can lead a
and hardened this formerly plump lover of can- life of ministry to others would be out of place
died yams and marshmallows, and though we in Chuck's story. Chuck has no real responsiknow that his survival relies on his ability to bility to humankind. Chuck drags his armor
adapt to the island's rhythms and dangers, his behind him so he can become a better version of
frailty makes him vulnerable. We wonder about himself, sadder and wiser, but completely transhis sanity. He tries to attack a piece of siding that formed. Chuck is on a personal quest. He begins
washes up on the beach outside his cave. Still and ends the film alone. He is the Ancient
obsessed with time, Chuck has observed the Mariner's brother, and as if to drive home the
track that sunlight makes across the wall of his similarities between the two characters Chuck
cave and has made a calendar according to it. As wears his broken timepiece around his neck
he plans his escape from the island he deduces when he takes to sea. His slavish devotion to
the best time to try by his observation of the time is his albatross, the cause for of his sufdirection of the winds and his knowledge of the fering, and the reason for his penance.
tides. We glimpse shades of his former self when
The idea of penance as a necessary route to
he tells Wilson that he is in a race against time, forgiveness is an idea akin more to Catholicism
but even this core aspect of his self has mel- than it is to the American Protestant tradition
lowed. At FedEx he raced against minutes, he that so informs this idea of the individual. But,
complained that four days was too long for a as it has been suggested, in America, even the
package to travel from Memphis to Moscow. Catholics are Protestant, and though the film
Now he has months prepare, and instead of requires Chuck to purge his sins, it speaks more
making a taskmaster out of an arbitrary mea- to an American Protestant understanding of the
surement of time-the clock-he finds constants human relationship with God than any other
in the forces of nature. When we see him excit- idea. The image of the individual sinner "born
edly calculating the time he has left to prepare again" into a personal relationship with God
before the tide is advantageous, and watch the manifests itself in the public life of the country
look on his face as he determined that the wind through an understanding of the community as
now blows in his favor, we see that he has sur- being subservient to the individual. President
rendered to forces greater than himself. It is a Kennedy, famous for being the only Catholic to
relief, because we know then that his penance is hold that position, reversed this idea in his inauover. He has re-made his life according to nature gural address, urging Americans to do what we
and the divine; he has, like Dante, in the middle can for our country. In recent years we have
of his life, a man in exile (we cannot overlook heard political rhetoric that avails itself of a sort
the allegorical significance of "Noland"), jour- of double speak, accusing the poor and disadvantaged of draining the life-blood from the
neyed through Purgatory.
We might think that a film so disturbed by country while the wealthy and advantaged work
our postmodern lack of adherence to absolute tirelessly to legislate against corporate (and Cortruth and our inability to connect or even com- porate-as in business) responsibility. This
municate with other human beings might look understanding extends to our private lives in
for a way to heal our corporate pain. This is a that one's responsibility to others ends when one
story about a messenger who has demonstrated is "saved." I recently drove behind a car on
a singular devotion to making sure messages get which its owner had posted a sticker that said,
through, after all. But "Cast Away" takes its the- "Christians are not perfect, just forgiven." It was
ology directly from its sense of disconnection, reminder that we can sin boldly, yes, but at the
which leads to isolation, portraying Chuck's same time this two-phrase creed absolved
relationship with God as one that is deeply per- Christians everywhere of temporal responsibilsonal and individual. Chuck is not a Christ figure ities. I may run you over with this car, it was
descending into hell to minister to the prisoners saying, you might be harmed and I might not
like the Tim Robbins character in "Shawshank carry liability insurance (God is my co-pilot!)Redemption"; nor does he suffer for the sins of but it doesn't matter to me-l am assured of my
those of us enchanted by the promises of the reward. This is the essence of the relationship
New Gilded Age. Rather, the island is his per- between humans and God to which this film
sonal cross to bear, and he bears it for himself asks us to subscribe. It is an unabashedly sec30131
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ular spirituality. It allows us to keep religion
out of our conversation as well as our civic participation. And when some of us do speak
about it in public, we see no contradiction
between our avowed belief and, say, allowing
capital punishment to continue.
This same theology of the individual
absolves the business world of its contribution
to Chuck's sins. "Cast Away" is one big commercial for Federal Express; a connoisseur of
product placement in films, I have never seen
more egregious campaigning for one company
in a film than I witnessed in this one. Even off
the island Chuck is alone in the world. The
family that he leaves on Christmas Eve is his girlfriend's not his own. When he returns to his
hometown he flies a FedEx plane, and FedEx
celebrates his homecoming by welcoming him
back into the "family." Meanwhile, the girlfriend's family is conspicuous by its absence. She
herself has begun to raise her own family in the
time she has been without Chuck. It is as if
Odysseus arrived home to discover that one
night three years ago Penelope got tired of
undoing her weaving and agreed to run away to
Athens with one of the suitors. By comparison,
FedEx puts him up in a hotel and throws him a
party. At this point it might be good to question
how FedEx must have encouraged Chuck to
worship as he did in his life before the island. It
might also be instructive to compare the film
with the reality of waning loyalty of corporations to their employees.
Nothing in Tom Hanks's oeuvre could have
prepared us for the performance he gives in
"Cast Away." His first work in films was in
comedies like "Volunteers" and "Joe Versus the
Volcano" and he seems to be holding back in his
dramatic work. His Oscar speeches and his
choice of conventional roles have made me
wonder if he is capable of deep introspection or
if he buys into the cliches he enacts, but after
"Cast Away" I wonder if the roles themselves
were holding him back. Over and over again we
see bits of the old comic actor explode from the
hearts of his serious characters. In "A League of
Their Own," he plays a supporting role as a
former professional baseball star. His knee is
shot and he's an alcoholic. He is a man struggling with what his body is now and what it used
to be, but all of the elements of the film, from
the script to the direction conspire to make his
body the object of laughter. It makes you think
back to his days on TV as the cross-dressing Kip
in "Bosom Buddies," struggling with the

shoulder strap on his evening gown all the while
desperately in love with the girl who lives down
the hall.
"Saving Private Ryan" probably gave
Hanks his first real opportunity to explore his
darker emotions, but it is another case of the film
holding him back. "Ryan" so desperately wanted
to be reverent, emotional, and meaningful that
it allowed its character only token frailties.
Hanks's hand shakes throughout the film-a
clear indication that he's suffering from a bad
case of shell shock-but his mind is intact, and
his command ability is never impaired. It is a film
by Steven Spielberg, and Spielberg is the
Norman Rockwell of moving pictures. So in
"Private Ryan" Hanks must conform to Spielberg's idea of a hero of the Second World War: a
leader before whose headstone a man can collapse in tears in front of God and everybody. He
acts like a father to the men in his command, and
when he reminisces about his life before the war
he delivers a deeply nostalgic speech about
coaching the high school baseball team in his
town in Pennsylvania. It is the first personal
glimpse of himself that he has given his men and
it is real and they and we believe it despite the
thick and wide wall of privacy he has built for
himself. I remember seeing the movie and
thinking, wouldn't it have been wonderful if
there were something shady about this guy? It
would be great if he were really a salesman from
Oregon trying to get the younger men to buy his
performance. Wouldn't it have been wonderful
if there were a tremor in his mind to match the
one in his hand? But he is clean, untouchable,
honest, a man of character of a kind which
William Bennett might invite over for dinner.
When, dying, he tells the youthful, fortunate
Ryan whom he and his men have protected to
"earn this" he says it with regret, but earnestly,
sincerely, not with the delicious jealousy a dying
man might feel toward a living one.
As Chuck in "Cast Away," Hanks gets to
dredge up those desperate thoughts and feelings
he has never been allowed and present them to
us with a set of gestures and expressions we
have never seen from him. I remember him
vividly from his early comedies-the cocked
eyebrows, the wide eyes,the melodramatic contortions of the mouth and lips. "Bachelor Party"
was on television a few nights ago and as I
studied him I was intrigued by the way he fearlessly and stupidly propelled himself around the
set. As I reviewed his work for this piece I began
to see a struggle between mind and body

emerging as a theme. He plays men who are
often limited by their own bodies or are at war
with themselves and their situations and are too
stubborn to surrender to circumstances. These
gestures and contortions have mellowed for
"Cast Away," and the only hint you see of the
comedian are in the scenes where he first lands
on the island, one wet sock on his foot, dragging sadly in the sand and in the scene after he
first makes fire, both of which are not funny at
all. Instead, Hanks makes prodigious use of his
inner voice to make hints of emotions cross his
face. He isn't aggressive in "Cast Away," he lets
his feelings and inspirations come to him, like a
man alone on an island might, who is excited to
find something wash up on his beach. This is, in
part, because he has relatively few lines to
deliver, but his acting before this now seems
more than ever to have been about delivering
lines. His Forrest Gump was all about the
delivery. His character in "Volunteers" was
about the patrician accent punctuated by the
amused, "Look at where this Maine Boy is" eyebrows. But in "Cast Away," stripped of this need
to make every utterance meaningful, he seems
to have discovered that he can trust silence.

NAHUAL
-animal double
I was a stripe, was born
a stripe, and stripe by stripe I grew.
So a series of stripes I was

when I first came to nuzzle with you.
You were small like myself and easy prey
in a world all lion gaze
and pampas sway. Your nose
was wet and your hooves
were still in their size-two shoes,
but as any old foal can see,
safety means grazing in twos.
So I've come to this clearing
as you have, too.
Place your dazzling stripes on me
and I will place mine on you.

Mike Chasar
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Robert Zemeckis is the man responsible for
"Forrest Gump," which will put him against the
wall next to George Lucas when the revolution
comes. I was looking for a sort of Patty Hearstinspired apology for "Gump" in this movie, an
"I'm sorry, I was brainwashed for a time therea hostage from the Reagan 80s -hadn't been deprogrammed yet." Alas, "Cast Away" is exactly
the kind of movie with which a director might
follow up something like "Forrest Gurnp." Both
films are deeply committed to the idea of the
individual as a powerful spiritual force, whether
on an epic or a personal scale. This belief in the
individual, however personally inspirational, is
"Cast Away's" fatal flaw, for it is not a balm to
soothe our culture's troubled spirit. However,
there is an irony and knowingness to this film
that its predecessor avoids. There is also a
grown-up feeling to this film. We can walk away
from it knowing that it wanted to understand
the human condition in the 21st century rather
than erase humanity's abuses. But there is also
something hopeful about it. The final image of
Chuck at the crossroads is a powerful one : we
have everywhere and nowhere to go. f
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st. john the merciful at the end of history

Thomas Albert Howard

On the far southern outskirts of St. Petersburg, in a town called Otradnoye, significant
things are happening. An Orthodox church-St.
John the Merciful-is being reestablished after
decades of dormancy, having fallen victim years
ago to the depredations of communism and subsequently to the ravages of World War II. My
home church, Christ Church Episcopal in
Hamilton, Massachusetts, has entered into a sister
relationship with this fledgling church, reborn
Phoenix-like from the debris of the twentieth century, to pursue jointly what one might call "grassroots ecumenism." A delegation of us recently
had the good fortune to visit St. John the Merciful. The experience, a puzzling gift of joy and
sadness, has an abiding purchase on my memory.
There is nothing particularly significant
about the town of Otradnoye (population c.
22,000). Like many towns in the former Soviet
Union, it is coping with the failed promises of
central planning and the colossal changes
wrought during the heady days of perestroika
that ushered in the collapse of the USSR. Whole
industries have dried up, and with them human
livelihoods and well-being. Industrial complexes
rust amid robust weeds. Row after row of
Khrushchev-era apartment buildings suffer a
similar fate: cracking mortar, faulty toilets,
peeling paint, broken pipes, stolen light bulbs.
Few people have adequate transportation or
health care, fewer a decent-paying job. Whole
families live in areas the size of kitchens in
America's upper-middle class neighborhoods. In
a slightly better world Otradnoye might
resemble a ghost town, its residents moved on
to other jobs, other plans; but the scarcity of
opportunities in the former USSR renders this
impossible. So people's lives go on-cooking,
sleeping, reading, falling in love, raising fami-

lies-even if the economic supports of life no
longer hold. The enterprising or industrious find
work in St. Petersburg or elsewhere, commuting
sometimes four or more hours per day. Others
make do on low-paying jobs or meager pensions.
There is also vodka to dull the daily difficulties
and disquiet. Synthetic heroin, I was told, is
sometimes cheaper.
It was not always so. In the eighteenth century, the "enlightened despot" Catherine the
Great built a palace in Otradnoye. In a letter to
Voltaire, she even claimed that the Otrodnoye
palace was her favorite-no small claim considering that some of her other residences make
Versailles appear a step down. It was also during
the middle of the eighteenth century that St.
John the Merciful was originally founded, along
the banks of the Neva river and named after the
fifth-century bishop of Alexandria, who was
elected bishop though a mere layman. At first a
simple wooden structure, the church acquired
bricks and mortar in the nineteenth century.
Incidentally, the church long outlived Catherine's
palace: her son and successor, Paul I, despised his
mother and decided to raze it after her death.
Later the communists, quite in character, contributed a parking lot to the former palace site.
Palace or no, St. John the Merciful thrived
until the early twentieth century, conducting
liturgies, baptizing and marrying the living,
burying the dead. And even after the Bolshevik
Revolution, it continued to spread a measure of
light in this dark world. But the darkness comprehended it not. In fact, the post-1917 regime
perceived the church as among the greatest
obstacles to achieving a new society and a new
man-what Leon Trotsky once called the
"higher sociobiological type" of socialism. Or,
as Pravda, the party newspaper, put it during a
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particularly vicious period of persecution: "[The
Church] is the most conservative form of social
consciousness, and. . .it hinders the active
struggle of the people for the transformation of
society." With such reasoning, it's no surprise
that in 1937, during the height of Stalin's
purges, the KGB showed up, and they huffed
and they puffed and they blew the church down.
Icons were desecrated and destroyed. The priest,
one Father Alexander Flerov, "disappeared" and
was eventually murdered. Complete physical
destruction awaited World War II, at which time
German and Soviet shells during the siege of
Leningrad rendered the church a memory, a
whisper of "false consciousness" from a mutilated and discarded past.
But history, like life, is full of unexpected
twists. In 1991, the USSR slouched off history's
stage, as enigmatically and swiftly as it had
entered it some seventy years earlier. Within a
few years an Orthodox community-deprived
of a parish for some sixty years-flickered to life
again in Otradnoye. At first, the parishioners
met in the cramped quarters of an old community clinic. Mter petitioning local authorities for
compensation for the church destroyed by the
communists, the church was granted a former
theater building to establish a new church. Thus,
in the late 1990s, St. John the Merciful, like our
Lord himself, passed from death to life, holding
its first liturgy in the new building on Palm
Sunday of 1999. Ironically, the same building
that once witnessed all manner of films and
newsreels espousing Marxism-Leninism, now
witnesses-every Sunday-the Divine Liturgy
of St. John Chrysostom. History, Hegel said, is
full of cunning.
One's first experience of a Russian
Orthodox Service can be bracing, especially for
someone like myself who began life's journey in
the low-church, Baptist stronghold of Alabama,
where pews are thickly cushioned and "liturgy"
is an advanced vocabulary word. Our first service at St. John the Merciful did not fail to leave
a lasting imprint. The chanting in Old Slavonic,
the traditional language of the liturgy, plunges
the soul into deep mystery-sad, joyous, and
true. Furthermore, even though the icons on the
iconostasis were inexpensive replicas and the
interior of the building in partial disrepair
(resources are scarce), I could still glimpse the
profound importance of beauty in the Orthodox
34135 The Cresset Lentl2001

liturgy. The beauty-a beauty that's supposed to
suggest that of the world to come-is all the
more significant when one keeps in mind the
residual, ubiquitous Soviet ugliness of the world
outside the church's doors. While St. John the
Merciful is a far cry from Constantinople's
Church of the Holy Wisdom, I find myself in
accord with the medieval, pagan Russian delegates who, upon visiting the latter, allegedly
wrote back to their prince, Vladimir of Kiev:
"We knew not whether we were in heaven or on
earth, for surely there is no such splendor or
beauty anywhere upon earth. We cannot
describe it to you: only this we know, that God
dwells there among men."
But beauty comes with a price, at least for
a Westerner unaccustomed to pewless worship,
as is the Orthodox tradition: one stands for the
entire two and half hour service. I had attended
a Greek Orthodox service before, and I knew it
was okay to mill about or even exit for a period.
I had even planned to do so to save my legs and
back. But most of the Russian parishioners stood
unexpectedly still. Most of our delegation,
without coordination, did too-an effort, I
assumed, to gain a measure of respect from the
congregation, some of whom, we were told by
Father Viacheslav (our liaison priest there), were
a bit suspicious of Americans bearing gifts. We
stood and stood and stood. And stood. Finally, I
picked one of the oldest and most bent-over
babushkas, born under the tsar no doubt, and I
told myself, consolingly, that I would stir or sit
when she did-there was a pew against the back
wall for the weary and crippled. I stayed put
until the end of the service.
Our new Russian friends at the parish feted
us at a number of dinners, the first of which was
especially memorable. We began the meal after
Saturday vespers by singing the Lord's Prayer
facing two icons of Christ above the dinner table.
We then sat down to a satisfying, traditional
Russian meal of fish, potatoes, bread, and salad
with dill-lots of dill. There was also plenty of
vodka and soda water to chase it all down. (Few
things seem more fitting and right in this short
life, I learned that evening, than to be laughed at
heartily by a babushka after a particularly exhilarating swig of vodka.) The American delegation
sat on one side of the table, the Russians on the
other. Between food and drink, we exchanged
timid, goodwill smiles and pleasantries, each a

small ferry across the linguistic, political, and
religious depths that divide us. Toasts flowed
freely from the lips of the priests present-Father
Viacheslav on the Russian side and Father Liias,
our rector at Christ Church. We toasted the end
of the Cold War, the future of Russia, the future
of our relationship, friendship ... the power of
light over darkness and life over death. Warmed
with vodka and good will, we ended the evening
with a hymn and walked back to our lodgings,
guided by midnight sunlight.
The purpose of our trip, beyond establishing personal relationships, was to help the
parish renovate the theater building given them
by the local government. But the idea of having
your guests work, which we had requested, must
not have squared very well with Russian notions
of hospitality. Our hosts gave us a few token
jobs-painting a stairwell, trimming bushes,
minor carpentry, and cleaning-so we could at
least get a few photo-ops for the folks back
home-to prove that we missioners indeed had
been busy in the fields of the Lord. Yet most of
our time was actually spent on wonderful excursions getting to know the parishioners: Pavel,
Julia, Iliya, Lena, Igor, and others-all with
interesting and often sad life stories. They too, it
appeared, were more intent on the relationshipaspect of our visit. Many of the activities
involved trips to St. Petersburg and its environs:
the ballet ("Swan Lake"), the opera ("Otello"),
the Hermitage, the Russian State Museum, and
many nearby palaces of the Russian tsars. (You
have to hand it to our mission committee's
choice of location!)
Arguably, the highlight of the trip though was a
visit to a country farmhouse or dacha, which
was also given to the church by the state, on
which the former plans to locate some sort of
international camp. On land, we were told,
once taken by the Nazi Wehrmacht and used as
a field hospital, we visited farm animals (cows,
geese, chickens, and one goat, who doubled as
the lawnmower). We also grilled shaslick (skewered pork and chicken) over an open hearth and
drank vodka and beer. A guitar and accordion
provided by our Russian friends contributed
music to the evening; I especially enjoyed
hearing the folk songs, known by memory, lampooning the Soviet system. The most memorable part of the dacha though was the banya,
the traditional Russian sauna, which was made

up of a small log cabin, built by some parishioners, and a wood stove heater. Every dacha
has one. Russians enter it at least weekly to wash
and sweat out "the impurities." I entered too.
Although the heat was initially overpowering, I
came to feel-sitting nude with my priest,
Father Liias; Iliya, a new Russian friend; and
Bruce, another parishioner from Christ
Church-that the hard work of ecumenical rapprochement was here truly kicked into high
gear. As is customary, Iliya "flogged" us with
batches of birch leaves dipped in hot water. (I
was too close to fainting to object or ask questions about this.) At the end of the banya I was
doused with cold water. Revived, red-faced, and
feeling singularly healthy, I returned to the
farmhouse for drinks, food, and conversation.
The central figure in our efforts at grassroots ecumenism is Father Viacheslav (or just
Father V., he said, if pronunciation posed a
problem). He is actually the second priest at St.
John the Merciful; the head priest is Father
Vasily, a wizened, gray-bearded priest-everything I imagined Zossima to look like from The
Brothers Karamazov. But since Father Vasily
does not speak English and is occupied with
many commitments at the seminary in St. Petersburg, Father Viacheslav was our guide for the
visit. And what an excellent guide. If he is
emblematic of the future of Russian Orthodoxy,
there is reason to be very hopeful. A native of St.
Petersburg and a graduate of the seminary there,
he is young, articulate, and charismatic, fluent
in English and well-traveled, and he has a vision
of the Church in Russia that's not intimately tied
with nationalist sentiment or nostalgia for
tsarism. He tells young parishioners to do three
things to broaden their future prospects: learn
English, learn computers, and learn how to
drive. In the 1980s he became an early outspoken critic of what on several occasions he
called "the system that crushed the people."
Once he was even arrested at a protest outside
the Church of our Lady of Kazan, an imposing
neoclassical cathedral in the heart of St. Petersburg that, though now reconsecrated, served
during the bad old days as the official state
"museum of atheism." What particularly
attracted me to Father Viacheslav is the fact that
he seemed to relish the immensity and near
absurdity of the task that he feels God has called
him to-this combined nonetheless with an

unbending resolve to work faithfully in that
calling. Put differently, he is fully aware of the
depth and breadth of damage done to the
Russian people by the leveling, state-heavy communist ideology, but he's convinced that he can
make a difference-one liturgy at a time, one
person at a time. The Russian people today, he
told us, are like the Israelites wandering in the
wilderness: two generations might pass away,
but the Promised Land will be reached.
Despite a confessed admiration of Scotch
and jazz, he's also a savvy critic of Western ways.
For example, when we asked him if we could
visit an orphanage that the church helps support,
he tactfully but forcefully said no, noting that
the children there are not to be gawked at by
once-visiting Westerners as if they were animals
in a zoo. He qualified this by saying we could go
if he could think of valuable work for us to contribute while there. We never went. On several
occasions, moreover, he appeared more than a
little bemused by the occasional, offhand suggestion by our more liberal parishioners about
the repressive nature of Orthodoxy. Yet fortunately, most of our delegation were self-aware
enough to realize that mainline Protestantism's
often obtuse Whiggishness made little sense in a
Church so disoriented by history and still fresh
with blood of martyrs.
After ten days of experiences and interactions, it came time to leave. I boarded the plane
back to Boston with a mind heavy with thoughts
and emotions, as my suitcase was heavy with
matroyshka dolls and bottles of vodka. On the
whole, I left on a hopeful note-for the people
of Russia and the church there. At our last meal
together I offered a toast to this effect.
But times are undeniably bad. In an epoch
of global development that's been heralded as the
"end of history," the complete if unfinished triumph of Western liberalism and consumerism
acclaimed by Francis Fukuyama, Russia remains,
in the memorable words of Winston Churchill,
"a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an
enigma." The post-1991 political order (or lack
thereof) is a novum in modern Russian history,
quite unlike tsarist autocracy and Soviet to talitarianism. How Russia will meet the manifold
and complex challenges of the present is arguably
the central mystery of future geopolitics.
During our visit, Vladimir Putin, no transparent figure himself, gave a grim, first state-of36137 The Cresset Lent l2001

the-union address to his countrymen, touching
on a number of troubling issues, most pertaining
to the economy. "The question [of the day] is
more acute and more dramatic," Putin said.
"Will we be able to survive as a nation, as a civilization, if our well-being again and again
depends on foreign credits and the good will of
leaders of the world economy?" He also
broached the sensitive issue of Russia's
imploding population: the country stands to lose
22 million of its 146 million in the next fifteen
years, and with them the nation's tax base. Adult
childlessness is becoming the norm, and, unlike
in the West, the reasons are not careerism and
the whims of a protracted twentysomething
existence, but rather extensive misery and the
hazards of raising a family toward a future as
murky and unsettled as the Neva river. What is
more alarming, abortions have skyrocketed in
recent years and are now significantly higher
than live births, a tribute both to the present
plight and the legacy of the former regime, the
first in world history-November 1920-to
legalize unrestricted abortion on demand.
Like society at large, the Russian Orthodoxy's future is also saddled with the burdens of
the past. While I would like to believe that the
character and vision of Father Viacheslav and
the hopeful story of Otradnoye are expressive
of the whole, prudence suggests more circumspection. Most pressingly, there is the lingering
question of the infiltration of the KGB into the
church and the compromising role of the
Moscow Patriarchate under communism. In
order to survive at all, the Moscow Patriarchs
entered into questionable bargains with the evil
empire. Although Patriarch Tikhon first pronounced anathema on the new regime after
1917, he dictated a statement two years before
his death in 1925 that he was "henceforth not
an enemy of the Soviet government." His eventual successor, Sergii, took sycophancy to the
state to dizzying heights, adapting himself to a
regime seemingly intent on liquidating his own
flock. He supported Soviet foreign policy. In the
1930s during the worst of the persecution, he
astoundingly denied that priests and pious laity
were persecuted, declaring, according to one
scholar, "there was no illegality in the way that
they were treated." Because of this and other
actions, the Russian Orthodox Church Abroad
(ROCA) rejected, and continues to reject, the

Upon departing, my last thoughts drifted
leadership of Moscow-today represented by
Aleksy II who came to his post in June of 1990 from the immediacy of my recent experiences to
(before the collapse of the USSR)-and still larger, speculative questions about the nature of
doubts that the secrets of the Church's past have church unity. Heartened by the dissipation of
doctrinally evasive ecumenism, signified by the
been sufficiently aired.
Besides the Church's own problematic World Council of Churches (WCC), and by the
compromises, there remains the enormous vitality of new movements, like Evangelicals and
legacy of Soviet persecution of the church. The Catholics Together (ECT), I couldn't help but
fate of St. John the Merciful was just one small wondering about the prospects of future relapiece in a systematic, though erratically exe- tions between Orthodoxy and the communions
cuted, policy of persecution that began during of the West, Protestant and Catholic. I discovthe Russian Civil War of 1918-20 and only com- ered that relations between Orthodoxy and the
pletely abated under the watch of Gorbachev in Anglican communions, and the American Episthe 1980s. The 1930s were by far the worst copal church in particular, have been relatively
years. Of the some 50,000 Russian Orthodox good, going back to efforts of theological diachurches functioning in 1917, only 200-300 logue in the nineteenth century. The decision,
remained by 1939. Over the same years, some however, by Anglicans to ordain women soured
80,000 Orthodox clerics, monks, and nuns relations. More fundamentally, the recent dalbecame martyrs at the hands of the Bolsheviks. liance with the homosexual issue threatens to
This figure represents about half the total put relations, permanently, in the deep freeze.
number of clergy active before the Revolution The fact that the Anglican Communion itself is
of 1917. Needless to say, achieving what in profoundly divided over sexual ethics doesn't
postwar Germany has been called Vergangheits- help matters. In fact, it amounts to an intramural
bewaltigung ("overcoming the past") will be a confessional schizophrenia that makes it difficult for ecumenical activity altogether. "I would
difficult and long task for the Russian Church.
But not an impossible one. The fact that love to engage in dialogue with you," I imagine
many churches, like St. John the Merciful, have an Orthodox theologian saying, "but will the
received lands or returned churches from the real Anglican church first make itself known?"
post-Soviet state is a heartening development.
But even on this issue, it is important to
That sympathetic Western churches, like Christ remember that the power of light, as negligible
Church, are willing to lend a hand with desper- as it often appears to human eyes, is greater than
ately needed financing is also a promising sign, the darkness. And Christ's words still hold true:
even if they are probably outnumbered by mis- "That they all may be one; as thou, Father, art in
sionaries who look upon Orthodoxy not unlike me, and I in thee; that they also may be one in
the way Crusaders saw the Moors. More sticky is us: that the world may believe that thou hast sent
the church's leadership's own self-reckoning for me." Finally, it is the longing for this uncomits predecessors' actions and inaction under the pleted truth, I suppose, that brought our delegaBolsheviks. But here the Westerner must proceed tion to the post-Soviet microcosm of Otradnoye
with caution. While there is good reason to pass and to the precious people of St. John the Merjudgment (one does well to avoid the insidious ciful. It is also what brought (and will continue
relativism of casual nonjudgmentalism), I am per- to bring) delegates from Otradnoye to our own
suaded that we should nonetheless heed the lines liberal-consumerist lands, the fans et origo of the
in Alexander Solzhenitsyn's Gulag Archipelago, "end of history." And one hopes that
remembering that we are all, in varying degrees, somehow-amid the language gaps and difimplicated in evil: "If it were only so simple! If ferent customs, in a land of want or a land of
only there were evil people somewhere... com- plenty, either standing or sitting in pews, among
mitting evil deeds, and it were necessary only to bearded priests and cleanly-shaven ones-we
separate them from the rest of us and destroy will mend our unhappy divisions and move "thy
them. But the line dividing good and evil cuts kingdom" in the right direction, forsaking that
through the heart of every human being. And who which would take us elsewhere.
is willing to destroy a piece of his own heart?"

f

Donald Caton, M.D. What a
Blessing She Had Chloroform: The
Medical and Social Response to the
Pain of Childbirth from 1800 to the
Present. London and New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1999.

to control birth. Refreshingly, mation, upon hearing that her own
Caton does not get bogged down in grown daughter Vickey had had the
scorekeeping this power struggle. drug in labor, that Caton took his
He argues that medicine and cul- title. In the early twentieth century,
ture together negotiated the role of some American women pressed for
anesthesia in the delivery room adoption of a new technique from
amidst internal conflicts on both Freiburg, Germany, called Twilight
The very first woe God assigned sides.
Sleep (Dammerschlaf), which kept
humanity at the Fall was the
Caton's story starts with James patients partly conscious but made
promise that travail and pain would Young Simpson, an Edinburgh pro- them forget the pain. Twilight Sleep
attend women in childbearing. fessor of midwifery who adapted proponents tended to be women of
Across the centuries women have pain relief methods used in surgery high social status.
As they
tried different ways to bear, com- for his obstetric care. In January described the treatment, women
prehend, or minimize this pain. In 1847, Simpson performed the first were set up in a hospital or clinic
our own day, when childbearing is recorded anaesthetized birth, and remembered no more until a
perceived as another lifestyle giving diethyl ether to a patient baby arrived in the room: no
choice rather than as women's with complications. Subsequently trauma, no shrieks or groans, just a
appointed lot, two recent trends he devoted his career to promoting clean, happy newborn. (Their
embody contrary responses to this obstetric anesthesia. Some doctors enthusiasm seems a little misplaced,
problem of pain. On one hand, contested this innovation over the given the reality of the process. The
many expectant mothers want to next several decades, but by the late drugs caused hallucination and
eliminate as much discomfort as nineteenth century, many physi- patients still felt pain, so they were
they can: a 1999 study found that cians on both sides of the Atlantic often blindfolded and restrained to
66o/o of patients delivering in large had embraced it in their practice.
prevent thrashing around.) The
Women, especially elite women, champions of Twilight Sleep argued
hospitals chose to have an
epidural-triple the percentage seem to have received the idea of that cultivated, educated females
from 1981. On the other hand, the painless childbirth even more were more sensitive and therefore
90s also saw a rise-smaller but still readily than doctors. Several suffered more in childbirth. Twisignificant-in rates of birth by socially prominent mothers sought light Sleep appeared to them a more
midwife. Some hospitals and OB- it while the technique was still new. polite and pleasant way to have a
GYN practices now offer the ser- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's child. With hints of an attitude that
vices of nurse-midwives and birth wife Fanny was the first American attends American childbirth in the
centers alongside more conven- woman to have ether for her present, they seemed to view birth
delivery, which she got from a den- as an event to craft in a way that
tional obstetrics and technology.
Anesthesiologist Donald Caton tist because Boston doctors were comported with their social posiwas taught to relieve the pain of still leery of using it for labor. Per- tion and self-understanding.
Throughout the twentieth cenchildbirth, but in practice he haps the most distinguished advolearned that some women did not cate of the practice at mid-century tury, enormous shifts in sexual
want that relief. What a Blessing She was Queen Victoria. In an 1850 norms, work patterns, and family
Had Chloroform represents his pregnancy, her physician investi- expectations have altered the expereflections on this puzzle and its gated anesthesia; he arranged it for rience of pregnancy. Once a prachistorical roots. A substantial por- a later confinement in 1853, when tical inevitability for many women,
tion of the ground he covers is Dr. John Snow administered chlo- bearing children is simply an
familiar from existing literature on roform, "about 15 minims by mea- option. As the whole prospect of
childbirth in America. Much of this sure on a folded handkerchief," to childbearing has come to be viewed
literature,
though,
assumes ease her travail. The queen used in terms of choice, the event of
entrenched conflict between chloroform again for a subsequent birth has become an opportunity
women and doctors over who gets delivery, and it was from her excla- for maternal self-expression. Preg-
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nancy advice books encourage the child, between the mother and her
mother-to-be to draw up a birth community of family and friends
plan, instructing caregivers and rel- who assisted at the birth. Perhaps it
atives on which labor activities she was not pain itself that knit these
prefers, which kinds of drugs she bonds, but pain underscored
desires or refuses, when she wishes common recognition of the gravity
time alone with the newborn, and of the event. In focusing on the
who may be present at the big event changeable valuation of pain and
altogether. The birth plan commu- pain relief, Caton directs attention
nicates the woman's understanding to a particularly significant part of
of birth so that no one, by intro- the change in the experience of
ducing technologies or activities having a baby.
Reflection on the meaning of
with competing symbolism, can
spoil the occasion and its meaning pain leads the author, not surprisfor her.
ingly, to some theological sources.
Although eternally open to Among early modern sources of
interpretation, childbirth tradition- advice for mothers, he cites Cotton
ally harbored some meaning-as Mather and Thomas Cranmer's
the fruit of the union of husband Book of Common Prayer. In the
and wife, or the turning over of pri- nineteenth century, James Young
ority from oneself to the nurture of Simpson gave a religious defense
the next generation-that may not for anaesthetizing women in labor,
seem relevant to women having claiming that the curse in Genesis
babies today. Absent these under- did not preclude efforts to alleviate
standings, individual mothers are their travail. The childbirth philosleft to invest birth with whatever ophy of Grandy Dick Read, whose
meaning they would like. To some, books Natural Childbirth and
birth seems like a torturous bridge Childbirth Without Fear counseled
between late-pregnancy awkward- women to deliver without drugs,
ness and cuddling a warm baby-a proceeded from a passionate faith
good time to take advantage of the in motherlove and a pronounced
pain-killing power of western med- (though not necessarily Christian)
icine. To others, it's a vital female spirituality. In 1956 the naturalevent, empowerment for woman childbirth theories of Read, Ferqua woman-and perish the nand Lamaze, and other contempothought of meddling males and raries drew the attention and
medical technicians who would guarded approval of Pope Pius XII.
deprive her of this moment.
The Pope expressed some reservaThe introduction of obstetric tions about the method but thought
anesthesia not only meant that pain it could be performed in a way concould be removed from labor but sistent with "Christian Obstetthat women could choose whether rics. "Caton's treatment of this
or not to remove the pain. No papal commentary is commendlonger is childbirth an anguished able, though brief.
ordeal by default; indeed, with preEven passing mention of these
arranged epidurals, women may documents suggests how profitably
approach delivery expecting not to theological or philosophical matehave much pain. Though not rial might be brought to bear on
romanticizing
the
dangers standard literature on childbirth.
attending birth in earlier eras, This book does not consider such
Caton finds something unsettling material as fully as one might wish,
about the present situation. Histor- and there is rather more than necically, the very difficulty of labor essary of the life stories of ninehad potential to strengthen the teenth-century physicians. The
bond between the mother and medical and cultural survey Caton

offers is intriguing, but there a puzzling omission in the book. Having
promised to take his story up to the
present, Caton gives some anecdotal reflections on current conditions, but stops short of analyzing
the now-routine epidural. While
the epidural, taken technically,
might resemble earlier means of
anesthesia enough to warrant no
independent treatment, it surely
does deserve study as a cultural
phenomenon which women, as
noted above, increasingly judge
indispensable for the birth process.
Even without a discussion of the
latest technologies and the attitudes
they foster, the book is a valuable
one. Not the least with respect to its
brilliant title: What a Blessing She
Had Chloroform captures the residually religious, thoroughly medicalized, highly individualized nature
of childbirth in the culture we
inhabit.
Agnes Howard

Hannah Green. Little Saint. New
York: Random House, 2000.
Halfway through Little Saint,
Hannah Green presents excerpts
from a sort of journal she started in
1976 when she first began work on
what she called her Book of Sainte
Foy. "I wrote down thoughts, feelings, phrases," she says, describing
her first entries. "I copied poems
and passages of prose, made efforts
at translations and set them down
in a rush, partly in English and the
rest left in French." She could have
said the same of this book, which
was twenty-five years in the making
and was finally published four years
after her death in 1996. It is less a
memoir than a series of connected
reflections and meditations; less a
history than the journal of a personal pilgrimage, full of happy
memories, glowing pictures of a
French town she loved, and the stories she gathered about the saint at
the heart of the town.

This extended and exalted meditation, written in three parts, centers around Sainte Foy, a martyr of
the early fourth century. "Foy"
means faith: her name was originally Fides. This "little saint" died
for her faith at Agen, in southwest
France, in 303, not yet even thirteen years old. She was first burned
on a gridiron and then beheaded at
the order of the Roman proconsul
Dacien, surrounded by a crowd that
came to jeer but stayed, inspired by
Foy's faith and courage, to pray for
her soul and for their own. The
symbols that haunt the book as
emblems of Sainte Foy come from
the manner of her death: the grill
on which she burned, the sword,
the palm of the martyr. Much later,
her relics-bones, belt, purse, beads
and scraps of cloth-were taken to
the town of Conques in the south
of France, where over many years
the reliquary was decorated with
gold and precious stones. Sainte
Foy was honored all during the
Middle Ages by pilgrims en route to
the shrine of St. James of Compostella. Green refers often to these
pilgrimages, using them as demonstrations of a centuries-old fascination with Sainte Foy.
Hannah Green came from a
Protestant background and no particular religious belief of her own,
"a stranger," she says, "to saints."
When she and her husband Jack
Wesley came to Conques and
encountered the statue of the childsaint for the first time, Green found
herself unexpectedly and deeply
moved, granted a visionary sense of
Sainte Foy as a living person
encountered across time. She began
to explore the layers of hagiography surrounding Foy's life, death,
and posthumous miracles, as well as
the long history of the town: Conques, a conch shell curled protectively around its heart. Green's stories about the miracles of Sainte
Foy-the healing of a blind man,
the restoration of fertility to barren
women, the liberation of pris40141 The Cresset Leml2001

oners- are the clearest and most
sharply-delineated parts of Little
Saint, gemlike examples of the
imaginative narration of history
and myth. She portrays the characters in question as exemplars of
courage and devotion and, in the
manner of the novelist she was,
imbues them with emotional and
psychological complexity.
The rest of the book, though
equally delightful, is not so susceptible of classification. The reader
has the sense that this book, interrupted as it was by Hannah Green's
death, is offered less to the reading
public than to the little saint herself,
an ex voto offering to Sainte Foy,
given at the end of a long pilgrimage. Green describes the town
and its surroundings, the warm welcome given to her and her husband
by the people of the town, the "telluric forces" that make Conques a
sacred place, and the delicious
meals she enjoyed in the same
radiant tone, moving from one to
another with only the loosest of
connections. The journey is not
chronological; Green moves forward and backward in time as freely
as she might have bicycled from
Conques to nearby Lunel. The narrative weaves and swoops and
dives, touching at points of interest
along the way, as the routes of
medieval pilgrims often did.
Each route she takes, however,
like the different ways taken by pilgrims, leads back to the center. The
town and the countryside around it
are built to enfold and protect the
relics of Sainte Foy. The people of
the town, who still speak the Occitan language in addition to French,
are repositories of stories about the
little saint, miracles ancient and
modern. Their devotion to Sainte
Foy and to the Virgin Mary is so
much a part of their lives that they
seem surprised when Green asks
about it. "C'est normal," they say,
as they offer their extraordinary
hospitality and friendship. Even the
"telluric forces," lines of energy in

the earth that converge to create
places that have been sacred since
the times of the Druids or earlier,
lead her back to the heart of Conques's church of Sainte Foy. And yet
the journey does not end at the
shrine of Sainte Foy. Just as the little
saint bore witness to Christ at her
martyrdom, so she continues to
point beyond herself each time
Green encounters that sense of her
personality that fills the church and
town. Foy is not an end but a
means, a door that opens upon the
source of her healing power and the
miracles she performed. The reader
is aware of the temptation to worship the saint, but Foy herself will
not permit it: in the vision that
closes the book, Green watches as
stars, who represent Sainte Foy,
form themselves into a great starry
cross. Green's pilgrimage ends, as
authentic pilgrimages must, in
Christ, and it is this overwhelming
sense of homecoming that gives the
book its truest center.
Jennifer Stafford Brown

booklines
The ways in which many
Christian congregations these
days are exploring new patterns of
worship, spirituality and service
have a parallel in the Jewish community, a phenomenon nicely documented by Samuel G. Freedman
in his Jew vs. Jew-The Struggle
for the Soul of American jewry
(Simon and Schuster, 2000).
Freedman, himself a member of a
Conservative synagogue, is a journalism professor at Columbia University. He provides a lively
account of some key topics of
debate in the present-day North
American Jewish community:
Jewish identity, gender, the
renewed interest in Orthodoxy
and Hasidism, support for Israeli
policies.
Freedman provides a nice balance between general survey and

case studies, giving special attention
to the ways in which many Jews,
especially younger folks, are
turning to traditional "observant"
practices. His in-depth look, for
example, at the Orthodox students
who protested Yale's dormitory
policies a few years ago is a
revealing study of some highly
intelligent Jewish university students who reject the permissive sexuality of many of their peers.
Anyone who wants an even
more in-depth perspective on the
return-to-tradition theme will
profit from David Klinghoffer's
moving spiritual autobiography,
The Lord Will Gather Me In-My
journey into Jewish Orthodoxy
(Free Press, 1999). Klinghoffer, a
senior editor at National Review,
was adopted as an infant by a
Jewish couple who were loosely
affiliated with the Reform movement. Early on he develops an
interest in the Torah teachings and
gradually moves toward Orthodoxy-with a number of detours
along the way. The story of his
interwoven investigation into his
"natural" family history and his
quest for Jewish roots is intriguing
and at many points quite moving.
Someone who would have benefitted greatly by a return to Jewish
roots--or by a conversion to almost
anything else, for that matter-was
A.J. Ayer, known for his lifelong
espousal of Logical Positivism. Ben
Rogers' A.]. Ayer: A Life (Grove
Press, 1999) is an excellent biography of a quite perverse human
being. Married four times to three
women, the British philosopher
could not even handle serial
monogamy: he often had three or
four extramarital affairs going on at
the same time and fathered at least
one child out of wedlock.
Rogers sees his subject as
engaging in a life-long effort to
keep his life separate from his philosophy. Some of us might conclude, of course, that Ayer's amoral

patterns were actually a fitting
counterpart to his emotivist
account of moral language,
according to which judgments
about right and wrong were understood to be mere expression of
emotion-the standard example
being that "Stealing is wrong" is
roughly equivalent to "Stealing!
Boo!" It is disturbing to see this way
of thinking about the important
issues of life spelled out in the
actual escapades of a human being
who obviously lacked the moral
categories to assess his own
behavior. But it is also instructiveRogers' book is a highly readable
account of a life poorly lived.
Ayer's philosophical career
extended over a half-century, and
there is much in the story of his life
that illuminates the larger scene in
academic philosophy. The fact that
Ayer made numerous visits to the
United States, and not all of them
very intellectually satisfying for
him, provides at least a few clues as
to why academic life in Britain is
very different from that of North
America. The big debates in the
British Isles are contained within a
smaller physical space, and important intellectual differences are
much more likely to be tied to intertwined personal histories. That this
is so for theological matters is
nicely illustrated by Penelope Fox's
much acclaimed study, The Knox
Brothers (Counterpoint, 2000). Of
these four sons raised in an
Anglican evangelical manse, Ronald
Knox is probably the best known in
North America. His conversion to
Roman Catholicism caused quite a
stir earlier in this century. His
brother Wilfred also had High
Church leanings, but manifested
them in his leadership of the AngloCatholic movement. Another
brother, Dillwyn-a well-known
classicist and cryptographer-abandoned the faith altogether.
Edmund, the author's father, was
best known as editor of Punch.

The author (she died soon after
revising the 1977 edition of this
book) does not hide the fact that
she is Edmund's daughter; nor
does she conceal her own AngloCatholic convictions-but for all
of that she manages to tell a fascinating story with a remarkable
evenhandedness. And for those
whose appetites are whetted by this
tale of intra-familial religious
intrigue, a good follow-up narrative is available in David Newsome's The Parting of Friends-The
Wilberforces and Henry Manning.
Newsome's book was first published in England in 1966, and was
re-issued in the United States by
Eerdmans in 1993. Newsome's
account tells about the three sons
of William Wilberforce, the great
British reformer. Like the Knox
brothers, they were raised in evangelical Protestant environs. Two of
them left Anglicanism for the
Roman Catholic priesthood, along
with their brother-in-law Henry
Manning, who eventually became
a cardinal.
The stories of the Mannings and
the Knoxes are separated by about
a century, but they are remarkably
similar-and, together, remarkably
unlike our experiences today. For
both families, their theological differences were extremely painful
factors in their relationships. That
these particular disagreements do
not seem as significant to us today
is, for the most part at least, a thing
to be celebrated. But it is also a
useful exercise to compare such
lives to that of an A.J. Ayer-a contrast that occasions at least a twinge
of nostalgia for a time when some
folks saw the most important of
their intellectual and moral commitments as having a bearing on
their eternal destinies.
Richard J. Mouw

HERE KITTY
Vespers

I try to bring her back, the tabby
I fed in the evenings under the awning,
who ate from my bare hand
and whose stealthy approach was yet
so gentle she seemed in the evening an angel
under the awning and riding in
on the dusk from the woods where she kittened
and slept through the days in a hole
in a pile of evergreen limbs,
and then bending her head so the saucer,
filled to the brim with cream, became,
in a way, a Renaissance halo,
under the awning, its arabesque broken
only by whiskers and ears which were two
satellite dishes she turned to the heavens,
kneeling and turning them this way and that,
under the stars and under the waffling eye
of her moon, underneath Venus on those
dewy evenings, and under the awning where I
fill up a saucer to beckon her back.

Mike Chasar
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on reviewers-

Agnes Howard
lectures in English at Gordon College, where she lives with husband Tal and daughter.
Jennifer Stafford Brown,
teaches French language and literature at SUNY-Brockport
Richard J. Mouw,
philosopher and president of Fuller Theological Seminary in California, has authored most recently The Smell
of Sawdust: What Evangelicals Can Learn From Their Fundamentalist Heritage (Zondervan, 2000).
on poets-

Linda Goodman Rabiner
has taught at vaious colleges in the Cleveland area, is a widely published poet, and has a chapbook with
Pudding House Publications, Reverse Fairytales.
Jeanne Murray Walker
teaches English at the Univesity of Delaware. She is a poet and playwright who gives readings and workshops
around the country.
Mike Chasar
and his wife, Meridith Brand, both VU grads, have recently accepted positions at the Salvador Dali Museum in
St. Petersburg FL, in Education and Public Relations, respectively. Mike misses classroom teaching already
but stays busy writing reviews for the St. Petersburg Times and the Miami Herald.

on covers-

Explaining photographs in words is always a challenge for me, as there are some things that I don't know how
to explain verbally that are present in a visual medium . This is certainly a fascinating intellectual issue, great fun to
think and talk about, but I'm not sure if it's particularly fruitful or helpful for the reception of the photos. If I say
that these photos are about the role of geography in community and personal identity (and the role of community
identity and human decisions in shaping lived environments), does that explain the photos? I'm not sure. Are these
photos even about that or is that just what I think about when I try to explain them? Again I'm not sure. I didn't
take these photos thinking, "Ahh, this image will express the intersection of climate, history, community identity and
aesthetics in the urban lived environment." At the same time, I do feel my photos express SOMEthing (I certainly
hope so!) though exactly what I'm not sure. Mostly I hope you like them. Instead oftrying to say what these are
about I will instead explain the circumstances of their taking.
Since September 13th I have been living in Edinburgh, Scotland with my partner Angelica Mortensen. For
Christmas, the two of us took advantage of our time off work by taking a trip to London. We found the city beautifully
lit, frightfully cold, and almost stark in its emptiness. I felt struck by the reflections of the Christmas lights on the
wet pavement, which seemed to me to give the empty streets a look of serenity rather than desolation. That's why I
took these pictures, because the character of the evening was so different from the other times I've been in London.
After the holidays ended the streets were immediately back to the London of my memories, pulsing cosmopolitan streets swamped with a crush of people emerging from their holiday down times to frantically return unwanted gifts and take advantage of after Christmas specials. Of course, the hustle and buzz of metropolitan London in
full swing does have its appeal, but I'm glad we got to spend a few days mostly alone with London before sharing it
with so many others.
I hope you like my photographs. Thank you,
Nate Holdren
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